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ABSTRACT 
 
Carolina. K2213014. Learning Strategies by Adult EFL Learners at Pusat 
Kegiatan Belajar Mengajar (PKBM) in Karanganyar. Thesis, Teacher 
Training and Education Faculty of Sebelas Maret University. August 2017. 
The study aimed to identify (1) the specific language learning strategies used by 
adult EFL learners at Pusat Kegiatan Belajar Masyarakat (PKBM) in Karanganyar 
and (2) how they choose learning strategy so they are able to achieve the preferred 
competencies. To this aim, five adult EFL learners at Karanganyar District were 
selected based on their age, that is over 25 years old. The study belongs to 
descriptive qualitative method. The data were gathered through one-to-one 
interview, observation, and document analysis technique and then the data were 
analyzed using Interactive Model of Qualitative Data Analysis Technique. The 
most strategies used by adult EFL learners are guessing intelligently using 
linguistic clues and cooperating with the proficient users of the new language. The 
several factors that influenced the strategy selection are also examined as follow: 
a) the degree of awareness, b) task requirements, c) age, d) general learning style, 
e) motivation, and f) the purpose of learning the language. 
 
Keywords: adult EFL learners, community-based institutions, language learning 
strategies, nonformal education. 
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ABSTRAK  
 
Carolina. K2213014. Strategi Belajar oleh Peserta Pembelajaran EFL Dewasa 
di Pusat Kegiatan Belajar Mengajar (PKBM) di Karanganyar. Skripsi, 
Fakultas Keguruan dan Ilmu Pendidikan Universitas Sebelas Maret. Agustus 
2017. 
Tujuan penelitian ini adalah untuk mengidentifikasi (1) strategi belajar Bahasa 
Inggris yang spesifik digunakan oleh peserta pembelajaran EFL dewasa di Pusat 
Kegiatan Belajar Masyarakat (PKBM) di Karanganyar dan (2) bagaimana mereka 
memilih strategi belajar yang digunakan untuk mencapai kompetensi. Untuk 
mencapai tujuan ini, lima pembelajar EFL dewasa di Kabupaten Karanganyar 
diseleksi berdasarkan umur mereka yaitu yang lebih dari 25 tahun. Penelitian ini 
termasuk ke dalam metode deskriptif kualitatif. Data dikumpulkan melalui 
wawancara orang per-orang, observasi, dan analisa dokumen dan kemudian data 
dianalisa menggunakan tekhnik Interactive Model of Qualitative Data Analysis. 
Strategi yang paling banyak digunakan oleh pembelajar EFL dewasa adalah 
menebak dengan cerdas menggunakan petunjuk linguistik dan bekerja sama 
dengan pengguna yang mahir dengan bahasa baru. Beberapa faktor yang 
mempengaruhi pemilihan strategi juga diuji sebagai berikut: a) tingkat kesadaran, 
b) pemberian tugas, c) umur, d) gaya belajar, e) motivasi, dan f) tujuan 
mempelajari bahasa.   
Kata Kunci: pembelajar EFL dewasa, lembaga berbasis masyarakat, strategi 
belajar bahasa, pendidikan nonformal.  
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MOTTO 
 
 Untuk segala sesuatu ada masanya, untuk apapun dibawah langit ada 
waktunya (Pengkhotbah 3:1) 
 A smooth sea never made a skillful sailor (noname) 
 What you think, you become. What you feel, you attract. What you imagine, 
you create. –Budhha 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study  
The impetus for this research came from my longstanding research interest 
in learning strategies since 2014. It originated from my personal experience as an 
English teacher. At that time I was teaching the Paket C Equivalency Program in 
the one of the community-based institutions, namely Pusat Kegiatan Belajar 
Masyarakat (PKBM). I handled the twelfth-grade students for about one year until 
they took the final exam. The adult learners, who are then referred to the learned 
societies, have various roles in society. The professions are also different, 
including housewives, farmers, private employees, village administrator, and so 
forth.    
A one-year teaching experience made me realize the high motivation of the 
students in learning. It could be seen from the students’ participation who 
participate actively during the teaching-learning process in the class. In addition, 
they had their own ways, methods, and strategies in order to master English. The 
strategies used by the learned societies to learn English are varied, such as noting 
what I had been said in front of the class, memorizing vocabulary regularly, and 
practicing dialogue naturally. Despite the fact that are the varied language 
learning strategies and the low learning outcomes of the learned society, then it 
became a basis for me to study it more deeply and lift it into a research topic.  
The topic of language learning strategy is also becoming a concern in the 
national and international area. This is proved by the many studies that examine 
the learning strategies and various aspects that belong to. In the national scope,  
the research that examined the same topic was conducted by Prasasti (2016). In 
that study, the researcher linked the language learning strategy with student 
achievement. In the wider scope, international, many researchers were studying 
language learning strategy and related it to some aspects, such as age (Judge, 
2012), gender (Tezcan & Deneme, 2016), and proficiency level (Salahshour, et 
al., 2013).  
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Adult learners consider working as their priority compares to learning. That 
is why strategy could become a very helpful tool for adult learners to achieve 
learning goals. Thus, the learned society who has appropriate learning strategies, 
especially in learning the second and foreign language, will more quickly master 
the material. It is supported by Murcia (2001: 359), "when the learner consciously 
chooses strategies that fit his or her learning style and the L2 task tool for active, 
conscious and purposeful self-regulation of learning." Related to this, Hosenfeld 
(in Rubin & Wenden, 1987: 16) assumed that strategies are useful for less 
successful learners to enable them to learn a foreign/ second language more 
effectively. Thus, strategy has a function as a very useful tool for language 
learners. This is what makes the language learning strategy becomes an important 
topic to be studied.  
The nature of language learning strategy has long been a focus of research. 
These studies contribute to the discoveries in the scope of both education and non-
education, both formal and informal, both for young learners and for adult 
learners. Most of the research focused primarily on the strategies used by 
successful language learners. In more recent years, much of the research has 
reported the close association between language learning strategy use and various 
factors including age (Judge, 2012), gender (Tezcan & Deneme, 2016), 
proficiency level (Salahshour, et al., 2013) and the other factors as follow. 
The study which was focused on the age of the participant was conducted by 
Judge (2012). The aim of this phenomenological study was to explore the 
language learning strategies (LLSs) of Spanish adults in a business context. All 
participants were Spanish, non-native English speakers who used English in their 
work for business communication purposes. They studied English during their 
Spanish secondary school education. The conceptual framework for this study was 
Oxford’s (1990) LLS model. 
The language learning strategy preferences of young Turkish learners were 
initially investigated in the study was conducted by Tezcan and Deneme (2016). 
The basic purpose of this study was to identify the LLS of the 8th-grade students 
learning English as a foreign language. The study aimed at identifying the most 
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and the least frequently used language learning strategies by the young learners, 
and the effects of gender and language level on strategy choice. The study was 
conducted on the 8th-grade students of three private primary schools in Edirne, 
namely Beykent College, Edirne College, and Serhat College. 
Salahshour, et al (2013) contributes a study of the relationship between 
language learning strategy use, language proficiency level, and learner gender. 
The aim of the study was to explore the relationship between choice of learning 
strategies and frequency of their use and learners’ gender and level of proficiency 
in English. Sixty-five (25=male, 40=female) grade three high school students 
from four different classes were involved in the study. The average age was 17 
and all subjects came from the same L1 (Azeri Turkish) background except one 
whose first language was Farsi. Two sets of instruments, one being a language 
proficiency test known as The Nelson English Language Test, and the other the 
Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL), developed by Oxford (1990), 
was used to collect data from the subjects. 
From the several research, it has been identified some gaps which will be 
completed in the present study. The study was conducted in the informal 
education sector, namely Paket C Equivalency Program. The participants belong 
to adult EFL learners because all of them are over 25th years old. Most of them 
work in the tourism sector because the location of their residence located on the 
slopes of Mount Lawu. 
This study used the theory proposed by O'Malley and Chamot (1990, 1998) 
and Oxford (1990). I used the theory from Oxford (1990) as the theoretical basis 
of language learning strategies (LLS). From an extensive review of the literature, 
Oxford gathered a large number of language learning strategies and created a self-
report questionnaire known as the Strategy Inventory for Language Learning 
(SILL) and others for a great deal research in the language learning strategy field 
(Griffths, 2008). The strategy items of LLS model from Oxford (1990) are divided 
into six groups: memory, cognitive, compensation, metacognitive, affective, and 
social. While O’Malley and Chamot (1990) differentiated learning strategies into 
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three categories depending on the level or type of processing involved; 
metacognitive, cognitive, and social/affective. 
 
B. Problem Statements 
From the background of the study above, the researcher states some problems as 
follow: 
1. What is the specific language learning strategy used by adult EFL learners at 
Pusat Kegiatan Belajar Masyarakat (PKBM) in Karanganyar? 
2. How do they choose learning strategy so they are able to achieve the 
preferred competencies? 
 
C. Objectives of the Study 
The objectives of the study are to identify: 
1. the specific language learning strategy used by adult EFL learners at 
PusatKegiatanBelajarMasyarakat (PKBM) in Karanganyar.  
2. how they choose learning strategy so they are able to achieve the preferred 
competencies. 
 
D. Benefits of the Study 
There are some expected benefits from this research especially for: 
1. The adult learners 
For adult learners as the subject of this research, they are able to 
directly realize what kind of strategies used belong to and improve it in 
order to accomplish their academic goals. For the other adult learners, they 
are able to use the strategies if they think that it is suitable and helpful to 
improve the English competence.  
2. The Teacher 
After knowing the result of the research, the teacher is expected to 
execute the appropriate language teaching strategies because teacher is 
generally characterized as controlling most of what is said and done in a 
classroom. Part of this control comes from the special status of teachers. 
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The appropriate language teaching strategies should be applied in order to 
synchronize and to adjust teaching strategies by the teacher and learning 
strategies by the student, thus expected that it can bring the significant 
improvement for students’ language skill. 
3. The other researchers  
Revision and completing are always needed for everything which has 
done by people around the world. Not except for with this research, the 
researcher expected that the other researchers are able to verify it using the 
genuine evidence, such as a theory which is truly examined because all the 
people knows that everyone has his own idea, opinion, and paradigm about 
everything which it happened. So, critique and suggestion are definitely 
needed in order to make the research better. The researcher also expects that 
the research can be a reference and source, both from composing structure 
and content analysis. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW  
 
A. Language Learning Strategies 
1. The Nature of Language Learning Strategies  
There are so many language experts who contributed to the theory of 
language learning strategy. Chamot (2004: 14) defined learning strategies as 
“the thoughts and actions that individuals use to accomplish a learning 
goal.” In more detail, Brown (2007: 119) defined strategies by focusing on 
three points as follow; problem approach, the way of achieving a goal, and 
planned designs for information. It is clearly supported by Scarcella and 
Oxford (1992); learning strategies are the specific actions, behaviors, steps 
or techniques that students use to improve their learning (in Murcia, 2001: 
359). The older definition of learning strategies came from Weinstein and 
Mayer (in O’Malley and Chamot, 1990: 43), according to them learning 
strategies have learning facilitation as a goal and are intentional on the part 
of the learner.  
In 1978, broad definition of language learning strategies provided by 
Rigney (in Griffths, 2008: 84) who stated that any set of operations or steps 
used by a learner that will facilitate the acquisition, storage, retrieval or use 
of information. Griffiths (2008: 87) suggested a definition of language 
learning strategies as all activities consciously chosen by learners to 
organize their learning. Oxford (1990: 8) defined language learning 
strategies as the specific actions taken by the learner to make learning 
easier, faster, more enjoyable, more self –directed, more effective and more 
transferable to new situations. The more recent definition of language 
learning strategies came from Nunan (2015: 152), learning strategies are the 
cognitive and communicated processes that learners use in order to acquire a 
language. It can be inferred that Nunan focused on the learner’s process of 
learning.  
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Constructing those theories above, learning strategies refer to the 
various efforts, actions, steps or techniques taken by learners to help them in 
mastering the material or can also to minimize the learning difficulties and 
problems. Meanwhile, language learning strategies are all efforts done by 
language learners which help them to learn a second or foreign language.  
Weinstein and Mayer (1986) mentioned the goal of strategy use is to 
“affect the learner’s motivational or affective state, or the way in which the 
learner selects, acquires, organizes, or integrates new knowledge” (in 
O’Malley and Chamot, 1990: 43). Thus, the strategy is highly likely to have 
the nature of influencing learners both in simple tasks and complex tasks. 
Language learning strategies have been described as means of utilizing 
existing information in order to improve second language competences 
(Bialystok, 1978 in Griffiths, 2008: 86). According to Oxford (1990: 1), 
“strategies are especially important for language learning because they are 
tools for active, self-directed involvement, which is essential for developing 
communicative competence.” A little different conception came from 
Tarone (1998). He conveyed learning strategies are attempts to develop 
linguistic and sociolinguistic competence in the target language (in 
O’Malley and Chamot, 1990: 43). Both Bialystok, Oxford, and Tarone 
concerned with the goal of strategy that is to develop the language 
competence. Oxford (1990: 8) added all appropriate language learning 
strategies are oriented toward the broad goal of communicative competence. 
Key features of language learning strategies are discussed by Oxford 
(1990) and, for more recent study, Griffths (2008). Oxford (1990: 8) 
conveyed the idea of language learning strategies features into twelve. The 
features of language learning strategies by Oxford summarized in Table 2.1. 
On the other hand, Griffiths (2008: 85) identified six features that emerged 
before finally, he gave the definition of a viable language learning strategy. 
The six essential features include a. learning strategy language is an activity 
that learners do both physical and mental behavior, b. the strategy is done 
consciously by the learner although it is not fully realized as a learning 
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strategy, c. the strategy is chosen by the learner and influenced by three 
factors, namely contextual factors, individual factors and the nature of the 
learning objectives, d. the purpose of language learning is to learn the 
language, e. the language learning strategy is used as a tool for organizing 
learning and self-regulation, and f. the purpose of language learning strategy 
is the facilitation of learning. Both of these experts identified the same 
features of the language learning strategies where Oxford (1990: 8) was able 
to identify it more broadly and in detail. 
 
Table 2.1 Features of Language Learning Strategies 
Language Learning Strategies: 
1. Contribute to the main goal, communicative competence. 
2. Allow learners to become more self-directed. 
3. Expand the role of teachers. 
4. Are problem-oriented. 
5. Are specific actions taken by the learner. 
6. Involve many aspects of the learner, not just the cognitive. 
7. Support learning both directly and indirectly 
8. Are not always observable. 
9. Are often conscious. 
10. Can be taught. 
11. Are flexible. 
12. Are influenced by a variety of factors.  
Source: Oxford (1990) 
 
2. The Classification of Language Learning Strategies 
There are some linguists who classified the types of the strategy used 
in second and foreign language learning based on some aspects. Rubin 
(1987) who is pioneered in the field of strategies, make the distinction 
between strategies contributing directly to learning and those contributing to 
learning. According to Rubin, there are three types of strategies used by 
learners that contribute directly or directly to language learning. These 
strategies are learning strategies, communication strategies, and social 
strategies. Learning strategies are two main types, being the strategies 
contributing directly to the development of the language system constructed 
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by the learner: cognitive learning strategies and metacognitive learning 
strategies. Cognitive learning strategies refer to the steps or operations used 
in learning or problem-solving that requires direct analysis, transformation, 
or synthesis of learning materials. Rubin identified six main cognitive 
learning strategies contributing directly to language learning as follow; 
clarification/ verification, guessing/ inductive inferencing, deductive 
reasoning, practice, memorization, and monitoring. 
Metacognitive learning strategies, these strategies are used to oversee, 
regulate or self-direct language learning. They involve various processes as 
planning, prioritizing, setting goals, and self-management. Communication 
strategies are less directly related to language learning since their focus is on 
the process of participating in a conversation and getting the meaning across 
or clarifying what the speaker intended. Communication strategies are used 
by speakers when faced with some difficulty due to the fact that their 
communication ends outrun their communication means or when confronted 
with misunderstanding by a co-speaker. Social strategies are those activities 
learners engage in which afford them opportunities to be exposed to and 
practice their knowledge. Although these strategies provide exposure to the 
target language, they contribute indirectly to learning since they do not lead 
directly to the obtaining, storing, retrieving, and using of language (Rubin 
and Wenden, 1987: 22-27). 
Six major groups of L2 learning strategies have been identified by 
Oxford (1990) and the other alternative taxonomies have been offered by 
O’Malley and Chamot (1990) and others. Oxford had divided strategies into 
two major classes: direct and indirect. These two classes are subdivided into 
a total of six groups; memory, cognitive, and compensation under the direct 
class; and metacognitive, affective, and social under the indirect class. This 
system indicates that direct strategies and indirect strategies related to each 
other, and each strategy group is capable of connecting with and assisting 
every other strategy group (1990: 15) (See Table 2.2). 
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Table 2.2 The Classification of Language Learning Strategies by Oxford 
Type Group Set Strategy 
D 
I 
R 
E 
C 
T 
 
S 
T 
R 
A 
T 
E 
G 
I 
E 
S 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I 
N 
D 
I 
R 
E 
C 
T 
 
S 
T 
Memory 
Strategies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cognitive 
Strategies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Compensat
ion 
Strategies 
 
 
 
 
 
Metacognit
ive  
Strategies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a. Creating 
mental 
linkages 
b. Applying 
images and 
sounds 
c. Reviewing 
well 
d. Employing 
action 
a. Practicing 
 
 
 
b. Receiving and 
sending 
message 
c. Analyzing 
and reasoning 
 
 
d. Creating 
structure for 
input and 
output 
a. Guessing 
intelligently 
b. Overcoming 
limitations in 
speaking and 
writing  
 
 
a. Centering 
your learning 
 
 
b. Arranging 
and planning 
your learning 
 
 
 
 
grouping, associating/ elaborating, 
placing new words into context 
 
using imagery, semantic mapping, using 
keywords, representing sounds in 
memory 
structured reviewing 
 
using physical response or sensation, 
using mechanical techniques 
repeating, formally practicing with 
sounds and writing systems, recognizing 
and using, recombining, practicing 
naturalistically 
getting the idea quickly, using resources 
for receiving and sending messages 
 
reasoning deductively, analyzing 
expression, analyzing contrastively 
(across language), translating, 
transferring 
taking notes, summarizing, highlighting 
 
 
 
using linguistic clues, using other clues 
 
switching to the mother tongue, getting 
help, using mime or gesture, avoiding 
communication partially or totally, 
selecting the topic, adjusting or 
approximating the message, coining 
words, using circumlocution or synonym 
over viewing and linking with already 
known material, paying attention, 
delaying speech production to focus on 
listening 
finding out about language learning, 
organizing, setting goals and objectives, 
identifying the purpose of a language task 
(purposeful 
listening/reading/speaking/writing), 
planning for a language task, seeking 
practice opportunities 
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Source: Oxford (1990) 
 
Specifically, Oxford (1990: 16) divided the strategy class into a total 
of six groups. Each group has its own set and each set out the strategies 
included. The first major class, direct strategies is composed of, first, 
memory strategies for remembering, take and receive the information. 
Second, cognitive strategies relate to someone’s thought processes for 
understanding and generating the language. Third, compensation strategies 
for helping the learner to solve the language problem. The second major 
strategy class is indirect strategies. This class is made up of, first, 
metacognitive strategies for coordinating and managing all of the language 
learning processes. Second, affective strategies for organizing learners’ 
feelings and emotions. Third, social strategies for interaction with others.   
Learning strategies have been differentiated by O’Malley and Chamot 
(1990: 43) into three categories depending on the level or type of processing 
involved; metacognitive strategies (e.g selective attention, planning, 
monitoring, and evaluation), cognitive strategies (e.g rehearsal, 
organization, inferencing, summarizing, deducing, imagery, transfer, and 
elaboration), and social/affective strategies (e.g cooperation, questioning for 
R 
A 
T 
E 
G 
I 
E 
S 
 
 
Affective 
Strategies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Social 
Strategies 
c. Evaluating 
your learning  
a. Lowering 
your anxiety 
 
b. Encouraging 
yourself 
c. Taking your 
emotional 
temperature 
a. Asking 
question 
b. Cooperating 
with others 
c. Empathizing 
with others 
 
 
self monitoring, self evaluating 
 
using progressive relaxation, deep 
breathing or medication, sing music, sing 
laughter 
making positive statements, taking risks 
wisely, rewarding yourself 
listening to your body, using a checklist, 
writing a language diary, discussing your 
feelings with someone else 
asking for clarification or verification, 
asking for correction 
cooperating with peers, cooperating with 
proficient users of the new language 
developing cultural understanding, 
becoming aware of others’ thoughts and 
feelings 
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clarification, and self-talk). The classification of language learning strategies 
by O’Malley and Chamot is illustrated in Table 2.3. Both Oxford and 
O’Malley and Chamot present the four similar types of strategies used in 
language learning, that are metacognitive, cognitive, social, and affective. 
 
Table 2.3 The Classification of Language Learning Strategies by O’Malley 
and Chamot  
Generic 
strategy 
classification 
Representative 
strategies 
Definitions 
Metacognitve 
strategies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cognitive 
Strategies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Social/affecti
ve strategies 
Selective 
attention 
 
 
 
 
 
Evaluation  
 
 
Rehearsal 
 
Organization 
 
 
Inferencing 
 
 
Summarizing 
 
Deducing 
 
Imagery 
Transfer 
 
 
Elaboration 
 
Cooperation 
 
 
Questioning 
for 
focusing on special aspects of learning tasks, 
as in planning to listen for key words or 
phrases; planning for the organization of either 
written or spoken discourse; reviewing 
attention to a task, comprehension of 
information that should be remembered, or 
production while it has taken place 
checking comprehension after completing of a 
receptive language activity, or evaluating 
language production after it has taken place 
repeating the names of items or objects to be 
remembered 
grouping and classifying words, terminology, 
or concepts according to their semantic or 
syntactic attributes 
using information in text to guess meanings of 
new linguistic items, predict outcomes, or 
complete missing parts 
intermittently synthesizing what one has heard 
to ensure the information has been retained 
applying rules to the understanding of 
language 
using visual images (either generated or actual) 
to understand and remember ne verbal 
information; using known linguistic 
information to facilitate a new learning task 
Linking ideas contained in new information, or 
integrating new ideas with known information.  
Working with peers to solve a problem, pool 
information, check notes, or get feedback on a 
learning activity 
Eliciting from a teacher or peer additional 
explanation, rephrasing or examples; using 
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clarification 
self-talk 
mental redirection of thinking to 
(Source: O’Malley., et al.1985a in O’Malley and Chamot, 1990) 
 
In 1999s, Nunan mentioned the little different opinion about the 
classification of language learning strategy. The strategy is classified into 
five broad categories as follow: a. cognitive includes classifying, predicting, 
inducing, taking notes, concept mapping, inferencing, discriminating, and 
diagramming; b. interpersonal, for example cooperating and role-playing; c. 
linguistic includes conversational patterns, practicing, using context, 
summarizing, selective listening, and skimming; d. affective includes 
personalizing, self-evaluating, and reflecting; e. creative, for example 
brainstorming. The classification of language learning strategies by Nunan 
is illustrated in Table 2.4. 
Table 2.4 The Classification of LanguageLearning Strategies by Nunan 
Cognitive 
Classifying 
Putting things that are similar together in groups.  
Example: study a list of names and classify them into male and female. 
Predicting  
Predicting what is to come in the learning process. 
Example : look at unit title and objectives and predict what will be learned.  
Inducing  
Looking for patterns and regularities.  
Example : study a conversation and discover the rule for forming the simple 
past tense of regular verbs.  
Taking notes 
Writing down the important information in a text in your own words. 
Concept mapping 
Showing the main ideas in a text in the form of word map.  
Inferencing 
Using what you know to learn something new. 
Discriminating  
Distinguishing between the main idea and supporting information. 
Diagramming  
Using information from a text to label a diagram.  
Interpersonal 
Co-operating 
Sharing ideas and learning with other students.  
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Example : work in small groups to read a text and complete a table.  
Role-playing 
Pretending to be someone else and using the language for the situation you 
are in.  
Example : you are a reporter. Use the information from a reading text to 
interview writer. 
Linguistic 
Conversational patterns 
Using expressions to start conversations and keep them going.  
Example : match formulatic expressions to situations 
Practicing 
Doing controlled exercises to improve knowledge and skills. 
Using context 
Using the surrounding context to guess the meaning of unknown words, 
phrases and concepts.  
Summarizing 
Picking out and presenting the major points in a text in summary form.  
Selective listening 
Listening for key information without trying to understand every word. 
Example : listen to a conversation and identify the number of speakers  
Skimming  
Reading quickly to get a general ideas of a text. 
Example : deciding if a text is a newspaper article, a letter or an 
advertisement. 
Affective 
Personalizing  
Learners share their own opinions, feelings and ideas about a subject. 
Example : read a letter from a friend in need and give advice.  
Self-evaluating  
Thinking about how well you did on a learning task and rating yourself on a 
scale. 
Reflecting  
Thingking about ways you learn best. 
Creative  
Brainstorming  
Thinking of as many new words and ideas as you can. 
Example : work in a group and think of as many occupations as you can.  
(Source: Nunan, 1999in Nunan, 2015: 153)   
According to some views on the taxonomy of learning strategies 
above, Oxford’s (1990) has covered the most of some expert views. Oxford 
gives in detail and clearly elaborated the type of strategy by cone, from the 
general category to the specific category. In addition, Oxford's theory is the 
newest one than the other theories of learning. 
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3. Language Learning Strategies and Students’ Achievement  
A strategy is a very helpful tool for students to gain the learning goals. 
In other words, students who have appropriate learning strategy, especially 
in foreign language learning, will learn quickly. It is supported by Oxford 
(1990: 1), “appropriate language learning strategies result in improved 
proficiency and greater self-confidence.” In the education field, students are 
going to reach a better result for their education if they applied the certain 
strategy and proper with their way they learn. It is supported by Murcia 
(2001: 359); when students consciously choose the appropriate strategies for 
language learning, it becomes the helpful tool for learning organizing. The 
similar viewpoint came from Chamot (2005), “procedures that facilitate a 
learning task... strategies are most often conscious and goal driven” (in 
Brown, 2007: 132). 
Hosenfeld (in Rubin &Wenden, 1987: 16) assumed that strategies are 
useful for less successful learners to enable them to learn a foreign/ second 
language more effectively. The use of learning strategies is demonstrably 
related to student achievement and proficiency (Pressley and 
Associates,1990 in Murcia, 2001: 363). Notice from some definitions above, 
it can be assumed that there is a formidable relation between learning 
strategy and learning outcome, often called as students’ achievement. 
Because of the proper strategy, the students usually have the higher self-
efficacy and self-regulation than the students who have not. It is proved by 
the study of learners of English in Puerto Rico conducted by Green and 
Oxford (1995) more successful students used strategies for active 
involvement more frequently than did less successful learners (in Murcia, 
2001: 363). 
Some researches indicated that more proficient L2 learners tend to 
have a wider range of strategies and employ them more often than less 
proficient learners (O’Malley &Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990). Hurd and 
Lewis (2008: 51) confirmed that “more proficient learners also orchestrate 
strategy use more effective, combining strategies into strategy clusters for 
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complex tasks and making sure that any chosen strategy is appropriate at the 
time.” This means less experienced and less proficient language learners are 
often confused in terms of applying learning strategies and identifying 
strategies needed than experienced language learners. Learning strategies 
are strategies which contribute to the development of the language system 
which the learner constructs and affect learning directly (Wenden& Rubin, 
1987: 23). However, learning strategies will not have deep value if they are 
only used as a means to accomplish a given task without for long-term 
goals, especially in terms of learning a second language. 
 
4. Factors Influencing the Choice of Language Learning Strategies  
Oxford (1990: 13) claimed many factors affect the choice of strategies 
as follow: a. degree of awareness–highly conscious learners use better 
strategies; b. stage of learning; c. task requirements–task requirements help 
to determine the choice of strategy; d. teacher expectations–expressed  
through classroom teaching and testing methods, greatly shape the strategies 
of learners; e. age–older  learners use different learning strategies with 
younger learners; f. sex–women  can use a broader, or at least different, 
strategy than men for language learning; g. nationality/ ethnicity–it 
influences the use of strategy; h. general learning style–the  general learning 
style has a powerful effect on the strategies that language learners use; i. 
personality traits; j. motivation level–highly  motivated learners tend to 
apply strategies that are appropriate and significantly less motivated than 
learners, and k. purpose of learning the language–the  purpose of a person 
learning the language also influences the selection of strategies used.  
Language learning strategies have been described as “optional means 
for exploiting available information to improve competence in a second 
language” (Bialystok, 1978 in Griffiths, 2008). Griffiths (2008: 86) assumed 
that it would seem self-evident that strategies are chosen by learners since 
learners who unthinkingly accept activities imposed by others can hardly be 
considered strategic given the emphasis on active involvement in the 
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learning process by writers such as Oxford (1990). Strategy choice will 
depend on contextual factors (such as teaching/learning method, learning 
situation, or task requirements), individual factors (such as motivation, style, 
age, gender, nationality/ethnicity/culture, personality, beliefs), and the 
nature of the learning goal. Oxford (1990) and Griffiths (2008) suggested 
the similar factors that influence the choice of language learning strategies. 
 
B. Adult Learners 
1. Adult as a Learner 
National Advisory Council for Adult Education (1980)defined an 
adult learner as “an adult who is enrolled in any course of qualifications, or 
improve existing skills and qualifications” (inBrookfield, 1986: 5). 
According to Boone (1985: 14), an adult learner is an adult who specifically 
and regularly participates in the classroom in order to develop the ability, 
improve the ability, and or gain the information. Both definitions give the 
same point that adult learners are adults who follow special education to 
gain a skill or ability, and or improve the existing skill or ability. In other 
words, adult learners consciously participate in the learning process, both 
formal and informal. This is supported by Slotnick, et al(1993: 4)who 
confirmed that adult learners are people over the age of 25 and involved in 
learning experiences.  
As a human being, adult life is divided into several phases. According 
to this, Levinson (1978) divided adult life into eight phases – four 
transitional periods (early adult, age thirty, midlife, age fifty) and four stable 
periods (novice, settling down, renewal and legacy) (in Corder, 2002: 3).In 
addition, Levinson described the essence of life phases as ilustrated in Table 
2.4; early adult transition (age 17-22), this is the beginning for people to 
become adult; the novice phase (age 22-28), people develop his dreams and 
choose the way he likes to go, in this case, is about careers; age 30 transition 
(age 28-32), people begin to realize that life is for real; the settling down 
phase (age 32-40), people determine his own place in society; the mid-life 
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transition (age 40-45), in this age, people think deeply about success and 
failure in life; the mid-life phase of renewal (age 45-52), people think about 
what they want to be or to do, not only for themselves but also for someone 
else; age 50 transition and the legacy phase (age 52+), around the early 
fifties, people think about what things are going to leave for someone else, 
e.g legacy. 
 
Table 2.5The Phase of Adult Life 
Age (years)  Phase 
17 – 22 Early adult transition 
22 – 28 Beginner Stage  
28 – 32 Transition age 30 
32 – 40 Stay 
40 – 45 Middle-aged transition 
45 – 52 Mid-renewal 
50 Transition age 50 
52+ Heritage  
Source: Levinson (1978 in Corder, 2002) 
 
Lovell (1983) divided the adult development stage into some age 
groups: a. pre-beginning Adult. In this era, people become a very beginning 
adult, it is indicated by the total physical transform; b. 16–20 years old. In 
this age, people will stick them out to the roles as an adult in every life 
aspects; c. 20–25 years old. In this phase, people start to stabilize 
themselves in their environment, for instance about works or life goals; d. 
35–40 years old. People give more effort in order to develop themselves, 
especially in the field of social and economic. Therefore, people dispose to 
develop their jobs and carriers; e. 40 – 60 years old. This period is called at 
the end of the adult era. Physically, people go through decrease and more 
susceptible toward illness; f. pre-retirement annuity until retirement annuity 
(more than 65 years old). In this period, people have abandoned their work, 
it changes their communication ability and life standard (in Basleman and 
Mappa, 2011: 17-21).  
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There are several factors that affect adults while following the 
learning process. Suprijanto (2007) shared factors that influence learning 
into internal factors; derived from the learners themselves, and external 
factors; derived from outside students or the environment. Internal factor 
itself is divided into two; physical and nonphysical. Physical internal factors 
include personal characteristics such as age, hearing, and vision. Non-
physical internal factors include talent, aspiration level, and the other factors 
as follow. Due to an inverse relationship between someone age and the 
function of the five senses; the increasing age of a person makes the 
function of the five senses will be reduced, thus for the successful adult 
education it should be considered the factors that influence the learning 
situation in details. 
 
2. The Characteristics of Adult Learners 
The way adults learn is different from how children learn. Therefore, 
the learning process should take into the consideration of the characteristics 
of an adult as a learner. Certainly as a learner, adults themselves present 
unique and special characteristics. This raises some assumptions about 
characteristics possessed by adult learners by experts. Knowles (1989)  
mentioned several assumptions about adult learners as follows: adults need 
to know why they need to learn something before starting their learning, 
adults have psychological needs to be treated by others because they are 
self-directed adults have accumulated experience and this can be a rich 
source of learning, learning readiness is a function of the need to perform a 
social role, and adults have a problem-centered orientation for learning (in 
Tennant, 2006: 9). Graham & Walsh (1996: 3) outlined key characteristics 
while teaching English to adulthood; adults bring their life experiences to 
the classroom, adults have high motivation, adults have specific and 
immediate goals in learning, and adults have the self-concept that cannot or 
is too old to learn. 
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Lindeman (in Knowles, et al, 2005: 40) identified several key 
assumptions about adult learners; adults are motivated to learn because they 
experience the needs and interests that will satisfy the lessons, the adult 
orientation towards life-centered learning, experience is the richest source 
for adults, adults have a deep need for self-direction, individual differences 
among people increase. According to Harmer, adult language learners are 
well-known for a number of specific characteristics as follows: they can 
engage with abstract thinking, they have a lot of life experiences to draw, 
they have an expectation of learning and they have their own learning 
patterns, they are more disciplined than the group and they are often ready 
for struggle despite boredom, they enter the classroom with various 
experiences that allow teachers to use various activities with them; they 
often have a clear understanding of why they are learning and what they 
want to gain from them (2007: 84). 
Knowles, et al (2005: 64) provided a conception of the difference 
between adult learners and children's learners. First, the need to get 
acquainted with the learner only needs to know what the teacher is teaching 
them. Second, the self-concept of learners - adults have a self-conception 
that they must be responsible for their own life decisions. Third, the role of 
the learners' experience - adults bring so much experience of life into the 
classroom. Fourth, readiness to learn - most of them have great readiness to 
participate in the learning process. Fifth, learning orientation-they have a 
life-oriented learning process. Sixth, internal motivations are the most 
important thing to support their will. This statement is supported by 
Slotnick, et al (1993: 7), there are important differences in adult and child 
motivation towards learning. Children are motivated by external pressure 
(parents, teachers, values, etc.) while adults are more motivated internally. 
Suprijanto (2007: 11) reviewed differences in children and adults by 
age, psychological characteristics, and biological characteristics. In terms of 
age, a person aged more than 18 years then the person is said to be an adult, 
while less than 16 years are said to be children. From a psychological point 
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of view, a self-directed person, not necessarily dependent on others, willing 
to be responsible, independent, risk-taking, and able to make decisions, the 
person is said to have grown psychologically. Whereas in terms of 
biological characteristics, a person who has exhibited secondary sexual 
signs, the person is said to have grown biologically. 
 
C. English as a Foreign Language (EFL) 
1. The Nature of EFL  
The commonly used of ESL and EFL term can be confusing. 
According to Broughton, et al (1980: 5), the distinctions between English as 
a second language (ESL) and English as a Foreign Language (EFL) are not 
clear enough. However, Griffith (1997) distinguished both of them. Based 
on Griffith (1997: 10), English is learned as a second language for the 
purposes of daily life, where English has an official status within a country, 
whereas English is learned as a foreign language when it is used for specific 
purposes, such as business and tourism, where English has no official status 
within the country. It is supported by Oxford’s (1990: 6) contrastive concept 
of second and foreign language. A second language has social and 
communicative functions within the community where it is learned. While a 
foreign language does not have immediate social and communicative 
functions within the community where it is learned; it is employed mostly to 
communicate elsewhere. It can be clearly pointed that people who learn 
English as a foreign language comes from the other nations and has specific 
purposes. It is supported by Broughton, et al (1980: 6) then, foreign 
language is taught in schools, often widely, but it does not play an essential 
role in the nation or social life.  
Patel and Jain (2008: 35) defined foreign language as the language 
where the secondary environment is not observed and the people of 
linguistically foreign societies use such language. Murcia (2001: 359) added 
a foreign language is a language studied in an environment where it is not 
the primary vehicle for daily interaction and where input in that language is 
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restricted. Both Patel and Jain and Murcia conveyed mastering a foreign 
language is not the main purpose for people to learn the language, they only 
need, at least, to be able to communicate with the native. Harmer (2007: 19) 
supported the statement through described EFL as situations where students 
were learning English in order to use it with any other English speakers in 
the world– when the students might be tourists or business people. Thus, 
students often studied EFL in their own country, or sometimes on short 
courses in Britain, the USA, Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, etc. 
By operating in a foreign language, people face the problem arisen 
from different point and structure in different conceptual patterns 
(Broughton, et al., 1980: 10). Patel and Jain (2008: 52) mentioned the 
general and the specific objectives of teaching English as a foreign 
language. The general objectives are global and long-term goals. It states 
what to achieve at the end of the course of the year; to enable the students to 
understand the spoken language, to enable the students to speak English 
correct language, to enable the students to write the language properly and 
to enable the students to read the language with ease. Although specific 
objectives are short-term goals, it states what to achieve at the end of the 
unit, while specific objectives are based on the above sub-skills or general 
objectives. 
 
2. EFL Teaching and Learning Principles 
Haycraft (1978: 6) presented some basic principles of teaching 
English that came out from some aspects: a. the student–involving the 
student and maintaining interest (the importance of motivation, the problem 
of psychological resistance, the need for personalisation, the need for 
realism, the need to give confidence – acting out, and the need to maintain 
interest – pace and variety); b. the language–in order to master the target 
language, people has to concern in every element the language (sounds, 
words, structures, pronunciation, etc); c. course content (skills, structure, 
vocabulary. phrases, idioms and colloquial usages, and pronunciation); d. 
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teaching sequence for introducing new language items (presentation and 
explanation, practice, remedial work, and revision of language); and e. the 
other considerations (the language teacher uses, the use of the student’s 
mother tongue, and the use of aids).  
Brown (2000) mentioned three types of major principles of second 
language learning that interact with sound practice and on which teaching 
can be based; cognitive principles, affective principles, and linguistic 
principles. Each of them is divided into total twelve principles. Cognitive 
principles refer to someone’s mental and thought processes. There are five 
principles that belonging to; a. they are automaticity–as ESL/EFL learners, 
automatically, they need the movement of language form from native 
language into target language in the accurate time; b. meaningful learning–
meaningful learning is more effective to long-term memory than 
memorizing method; c. the anticipation of reward–reward effectively give 
the support and motivation for someone to do something; d. intrinsic 
motivation–more than external reward, intrinsic motivation has the 
necessary role for someone’s motivation because it comes from the people 
itself; e. strategic investment–as ESL/EFL learners, the investment of time, 
effort and attention gives the great contribution to the successful learning.  
Affective principles refer to someone’s emotion and feeling. There are 
four principles follow this principle: a. language ego–learner will be easy to 
feel a sense of fragility, a defensiveness, and a raising of inhibitions due to 
the influence of native language; b. self-confidence–students self-confidence 
bring the great influence in successful foreign language learning; c. risk-
taking–courage for taking the risk, in this case, is interpreting the target 
language, will give the progress for second and foreign language learning; d. 
the language-culture  connection–learn language means learn the culture. 
The principle that refers to the language itself and how the learners 
mastering the language system is a linguistic principle. Linguistic Principles 
is divided into three principles: a. the native language effect–native 
language gives the effect of mastering the target language; b.interlanguage–
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the mastering of interlanguage is generated by the communication with 
others; c. communicative competence–communicative competence is the 
main goal of language class, so the instructions should be referred to all of 
the language element (Brown, 2000: 54-69).  
Brown (2000) presented the principle of language learning and 
teaching generally. While there are some experts who list the principles of 
language learning and teaching, especially for an adult learner.  Gibb (1960) 
presented the following principles of adult learning as the basis for a 
functional theory: Learning must be problem-centered, learning must be 
experienced centered, experience must be meaningful to the learner, the 
learner must be free to look at experience, goals must be set and pursued by 
the learner and the learner must have feedback about progress toward goals 
(in Brookfield, 1986: 26). Kidd (1973) identified the concepts (rather than 
the principles) that derived from the changing conditions of the adult’s 
lifespan, role changes required by changing societal imperatives, the 
egalitarian nature of adult student-teacher relationships, the greater 
differentiation (compared to children) of the organs and functions of adults, 
the self-directing nature of the adult, the physical, cultural and emotional 
meaning of time, and attitudes surrounding aging and the prospect of death  
(in Brookfield 1986: 27). Both Gibb and Kidd are concerning the nature of 
adult learning. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Context of the Research 
The study was conducted at Pusat Kegiatan Belajar Masyarakat (PKBM) 
Margo Mulyo. The institute is located in Gedungan, Girimulyo Village, 
Ngargoyoso District,  Karanganyar Regency.  Pusat Kegiatan Belajar Masyarakat 
also known as PKBM, is an educational institution that is born out of the 
awareness of the importance of the position of society in the process of 
educational development of the society which is expected to be the backbone of 
the development process through the empowerment of potentials in the 
community (Kamil, 2009: 86). Thus, PKBM is one of the government's partners 
in the intellectual life development of the nation that engages in the non-formal 
education field, one of the example is equivalency education (Program 
Kesetaraan). 
The study started on January 2017 and ended October 2017. The schedule of 
research is described in table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 Schedule of the Research 
Process 
Time 
Jan Feb March April May June July Agst Sept Oct 
Projecting 
research 
 
          
Proposal 
 
          
Making research 
instrument 
 
          
Collecting data 
(research 
activities) 
 
          
Analysing data 
 
          
Writing research 
report 
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B. Research Design 
In the study, the writer used a qualitative descriptive method. Descriptive 
research involves describing and interpreting events, condition or situation of the 
present.Focus on the purposes of this study are to find out the specific language 
learning strategy used by adult learners and to identify how they choose learning 
strategy so they are able to achieve the preferred competencies, thus the research 
approach used by the researcher is that qualitative approach which is concerned 
with subjective assessment of attitudes, opinions, and behaviour (Kothari, 2004: 
3). The purpose of descriptive research is to provide an accurate description or 
picture of the status or characteristic of a situation or phenomenon. Qualitative 
descriptive research is a method choice when straight descriptions of phenomena 
are desired.  
 
C. Sources of Data  
The data of the study consist of some information about the students’ 
learning strategies and the factors that influence the students to choose its strategy. 
In order to obtain adequate information, the researcher took informants, events, 
and documents as the sources of data.  
1. Informants  
The researcher took the five adult learners of Paket C Program in 
PKBM Margo Mulyo who were aged over 25 years old as the informants to 
be interviewed. Another informant is the English teacher of Paket C 
Program in PKBM Margo Mulyo. The informants were chosen through 
purposeful sampling. In purposeful sampling, the researcher intentionally 
select individuals and sites to learn or understand the central phenomenon 
(Creswell, 2008: 214).  
2. Events 
The event in the research was in the form of the teaching and 
learning activity in the English lesson in Paket C Program.  
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3. Documents  
The other source of data in the study the documents. The documents 
used as the supportive data in the study include the report of students 
learning outcomes and the photographs. 
 
D. Techniques of Collecting Data  
The techniques for collecting data are interview, observation and document 
analysis.  
1. Interview 
In the study, an interview became the main technique of collecting 
data. Interview is a research technique which can be used in investigating a 
wide variety of research problems and objects. Depend on the accessibility 
of individuals, the cost and the amount of time available, the study belongs 
to One-on-One Interviews. By this technique, the writer made an interview 
with the informants that were adult learners and the teacher of Paket C 
program in PKBM Margo Mulyo.  
2. Observation  
The observation was conducted when there was English teaching and 
learning process in Paket C program in PKBM Margo Mulyo. The 
observation focuses on the events or circumstances.  
3. Document analysis 
In this study, the researcher used document analysis as the other 
techniques in collecting data. Document analysis is required to obtain a real 
situation, or in other words as concrete and written evidence to support data 
obtained from the other technique of collecting data, in the study is an 
interview. The document was analyzed is a report of students learning 
outcomes. 
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E. Trustworthiness of Data  
In qualitative research, data validity test is emphasized on the validity and 
reliability.The research used triangulation and member checking to validate the 
data as follow: 
1. Triangulation 
In this research, the researcher triangulated the data from the 
interview, observation and document analysis. For the first, the researcher 
interviewed adult learners. Second, the researcher asked the adult learners’ 
friend. Third, in order to make sure about the data collected the researcher 
did interview to the teacher of Paket C program. In order to make the 
research report accurately and credibly, the researcher also checked through 
the observation in the field and document analysis.  
2. Member checking  
In order to get the trustworthy information, the researcher did the 
member checking process after the observation, interview and document 
analysis had been done. In this process, the researcher asked adult learners, 
adult learners’ friends and the teacher for their confirmation about the report 
written. It aimed to check that the findings were based on the fact.  
 
F. Techniques of Analyzing Data  
In qualitative research, data analysis is done in three phases; before entering 
the field to determine the focus of the research during the field and after entering 
the field. However, data analysis focuses on the process field and data collection. 
Qualitative Research is an inductive study of general conclusion. During the data 
collection phase, the researcher used Miles and Huberman Model to analyze the 
data because this model is suitable for the topic being studied. Miles and 
Huberman (1984) suggested that activities in the qualitative data analysis are 
conducted interactively and continuously to complete, so the data were saturated. 
In data analysis phase, there are three steps as follow; data reduction, display data, 
and conclusion drawing/verification (Sugiyono, 2013: 338). The chart below 
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shows the components in the interactive model analysis of Miles and Huberman 
Models. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 The Component of Interactive Model Analysis 
a. Data Reduction 
In qualitative research, the resulting data will be very numerous and 
complex. This is because qualitative research always requires a refresher 
about the data obtained, so the longer the field the data generated even 
more. This is what makes the data reduction phase is needed by researchers. 
Data reduction will make the data easier to be analyzed and guide the 
researcher to reach the goal of the research, that is a new finding. Data 
reduction can be done manually or through the computer programs.  
b. Data Display 
After data reduction phase, the next phase is that data display. By 
displaying the data, it will facilitate the researcher in understanding the 
situation about the data obtained and very helpful in the process of further 
data analysis.  
c. Conclusion Drawing/ Verification 
The third phaseof data analysis is the conclusion drawing or 
verification. In this case, the conclusion put forward in the initial stage is a 
temporary conclusion, this may change if it returns to the field and found 
different data. 
  
Data Collection Data Display 
Conclusions: 
drawing/ verifying 
Data Reduction 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Introduction 
This chapter consists of two parts. The first is about the research findings of 
the research problem statements: 1) the specific language learning strategy used 
by adult EFL learners at Pusat Kegiatan Belajar Masyarakat (PKBM) in 
Karanganyar and 2) how they choose learning strategy so they are able to achieve 
the preferred competencies. There are several factors related to the two 
formulations of the problem, including English learning difficulties, language 
learning strategies, the degree of awareness, task requirements, age, general 
learning style, motivation, and purpose of learning the language. In the second 
part of this chapter, it contains the discussion of the findings and the subject 
matter which arises from the results obtained. The researcher described research 
findings based on interview transcripts as the main source, observation reports, 
and documents analysis as the supporting sources. In order to facilitate and to 
present the data that has been analyzed, the researcher gives the code "IV" for 
Interview, “OB” for Observation, and “DA” for Document Analysis. Specifically, 
the following is the code created for each respondent in each interview and 
observation: 
1. IV01 for the interview with the adult learner named STR 
2. IV02 for the interview with the adult learner named STY  
3. IV03 for the interview with the the English tentor named TRI 
4. IV04 for the interview with the adult learner named AW 
5. IV05 for the interview with the adult learner named TM  
6. IV06 for the interview with the adult learner named SPL  
7. OB01 for the first observation 
8. OB02 for the second observation 
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G. ResearchFindings 
1. The specific language learning strategy used by adult learnersat Pusat 
Kegiatan Belajar Masyarakat (PKBM) in Karanganyar 
English learning difficulties 
In the process of learning English, surely adult learners had many 
difficulties arose. In addition, most of them do not make the study as their 
priority. It is in accordance with what is disclosed TRI as an English teacher 
in Paket C Equivalency Program who mentioned some problems as follow: 
most of the adult learners felt less confidence in learning, some of the adult 
learners do not have enough interest to join the teaching and learning 
process in classroom, almost of adult learners assume that the biggest 
problem in learning process was age factor, and adult learners feel so 
difficult to master the the presented material.  
 
The less confidence and interest 
TRI: The point is that you should happy with English first, whereas 
when they have talked about English, it seems that they have a 
blank mind, it is disgusting and scared. [IV03/TRI:U7]   
 
The age factor 
TRI: Then the problem is, people who belong to the age should not 
think about the school, it becomes a difficult 
thing..[IV03/TRI:U7] 
 
The difficult material  
TRI: So I want to apply such a lesson that would not convey it seems 
far away, whereas, for example about part of body, they do not 
understand, especially about difficulty for lessons which are 
equivalent with Senior High School is very hard, I'm confused in 
that part, I want to teach more, it seems so impossible for them 
to catch while for a b c d test (multiple choice) they feel so hard. 
[IV03/TRI:U7] 
TRI:If you teach in Paket C and you give a high feed it is impossible 
for them to catch. It's just the demands of such modules I can not 
guarantee, I read the Paket C module and it is difficult. 
[IV03/TRI:U66] 
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The difficulties faced by adult learners in learning English are varied as 
follow: translating the meaning, finding the learning partner, discussing the 
matter, pronouncing the English words, delivering English expression, and 
managing self-mood. 
Difficulty in translating the meaning 
STY: I do not really understand the meaning.[IV02/STY:U18] 
 
Difficulty in finding the learning partner 
AW: I am confused about who could be my teacher.[IV04/AW:U25] 
 
Difficulty in pronuncing the English words 
TM: When we read it is different, if we want to read Indonesian is 
easy, but in English is different. [IV05/TM:U49] 
 
Difficulty in delivering English expression 
TM:...but here my position as an office girl so English is not so 
important, and also rarely used. [IV05/TM:U22] 
 
Difficulty in managing self-mood 
SPL:I feel afraid of English, it is like phobia, it happens since Junior 
High School. Maybe because the teacher is not friendly. 
[IV07/SPL:U48] 
SPL: The problem is my mood.. [IV07/SPL:U63]  
 
Language learning strategies 
In order to improve the ability of the English Language, each learner 
has their own ways, steps, and strategies that they have been created and 
(or) has been proposed by their teacher. There is no exception for the adult 
learner who busies with the work, household, and or community 
organizations compared to young learners. This statement is supported by 
the English teacher (TRI). She said that she often give instructions to the 
students to facilitate learning. 
TRI: ..they just following my instruction. [IV03/TRI:U25]  
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The section elaborated the results of language learning strategies used 
by the respondents which are the result of the discovery of interviews 
conducted by researchers to one by one respondent. The findings are based 
on the types of language learning strategies presented by Oxford (1990) that 
divided learning strategies into two major groups; direct strategies and 
indirect strategies. From the two large groups, six groups of language 
learning strategies are defined as follows: memory strategies, cognitive 
strategies, compensation strategies, metacognitive strategies, affective 
strategies, and social strategies. According to the interview results, it is 
indicated five from six types of learning strategies applied by adult learners 
in English learning. 
 
Memory Strategies  
Memory Strategies belong to Direct Strategies group. In this study, 
there are no adult learners who use memory strategies as their language 
learning strategies because most of them are randomly memorizing and not 
deeply so that they only have short-term memory on the subject is being 
studied.  
STY: I memorize the vocabulary used for daily conversation, but it's 
easy to forget. [IV02/STY:U22]  
AW:I only simply memorize it, but the next day it is easily forgotten. 
[IV04/AW:U54]  
TM:For example, the teacher gives us the color then we memorize it 
later, although we rarely can memorize.  [IV05/TM:U67]  
 
Cognitive Strategies  
The second group included Direct Strategies is Cognitive Strategies. 
The strategy set used by the adult learner is practicing. This strategy set is 
still divided into five smaller and specific subdivision strategies. The 
particular strategy used is practicing naturalistically. The adult learner is 
practicing the new language in natural and realistic settings. He  practices 
through partner conversationand tourist guidance. 
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AW: I only study when there is a friend, I sometimes using English but 
it is not intensive.[IV04/AW:U13] 
AW: A week can be twice or three times conversation, especially if 
there are tourists who come and ask some questions. 
[IV04/AW:U14] 
 
The adult learner chooses a practicing naturalistically strategy because he 
feels easier to understand English through direct practice with peers, 
teachers, and foreigners. Moreover, he feels confused and difficult if he has 
to learn English through a textbook. This is evidenced by some of his 
statements asserted that the practice undertaken has a naturalistically 
significant impact on the English learning process. 
 
AW: If I do some exercises, it makes me confuse (laughing). 
[IV04/AW: U16] 
AW: If I learn to talk directly with the teacher sometimes it becomes a 
funny thing, so it did not make me stress. [IV04/AW: U99] 
AW: Yes, if I speak orally, I can directly catch the point, instead of 
using the textbook, it makes me lazy and easy to forget. 
[IV04/AW:U100] 
AW: Yes, it's hard for me if it starts learning English from the 
beginning, it‟s better to directly conversation then it is easy to 
catch the main point. [IV04/AW: U106] 
 
According to some statements above, it can be seen that AW is easier to 
learn English through direct practice. This is consistent with the STY 
statement, his classmate, which states that AW is more competent than other 
peers.  
 
STY: Yes, I think AW is more competence than the other ones in 
teaching and learning process [IV02/STY:U72] 
 
Compensation Strategies  
The third group that belongs to Direct Strategies is Compensation 
Strategies. In this study, it is found that compensation strategies are the most 
widely used by the adult learners in improving English ability. Ten 
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compensation strategies exist, clustered into two sets; guessing intelligently, 
and overcoming limitations in speaking and writing. The two strategies that 
contribute to guessing intelligently refer to two different kinds of clues, they 
are linguistic and nonlinguistic or the other clues. Most of the adult learners 
guess intelligently using the linguistic clues, that is the target language that 
they have already known before. 
 
STR: I answered as far as I know, such as there was a word that I 
understood the meaning then I guessed the 
answer.”[IV01/STR:U34] 
STR: Usually, the passage and the question were related each other. 
For example, one question is understood to mean and the other 
is not understood to mean then I guess with my own 
answer.[IV01/STR:U36] 
AW: Yeah, for example, what paragraphs are asked, the answer must 
be in the beginning of the paragraph, I looked at the similar 
sentence then choose it (laughing). [IV04/AW:U41] 
SPL: For example, there is a long lead, I see a sentence or a word 
that I know then randomly I try to understand 
it.[IV06/SPL:U64] 
SPL: Yes, I looked at the main idea, then I talk to my self „it should be 
right this‟[IV06/SPL:U66] 
 
The adult learners feel that it is easier for them to learn English through 
doing some exercises because they feel easier to find the answers through 
their own ways. Moreover, there are also who find more difficult and 
confused when the teacher teaches English through direct practices.  
 
STY: Yes, if there are many practices, it will be confusing as well. 
[IV02/STY: U40] 
STY: Yes, if I do so many exercises, it is easier to understand the 
English matter because when I finish that task, I will discuss it 
with the teacher. [IV02/STY: U49] 
AW: Yes, I looked at the question, then I search the answer in the 
beginningor the last sentence of the parahraph (laughing). 
[IV04/AW: U41] 
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SPL: I used feeling to answer the question. For example if there is a 
long sentence, then I look at the one or two words that I know 
then I guess „it is the answer‟. [IV06/SPL: U64] 
 
Eight strategies are used in overcoming the limitation in speaking and 
writing. In the study, the researcher identified a strategy used by adult 
learners based on the interview, it could be seen from the activities 
conducted by them in the learning process. The strategy is getting help. The 
adult learner asks someone for help by explicitly asking for the person to 
provide the missing expression in English. She chooses this strategy because 
to facilitate her in communicating with the tourists and so as not to 
miscommunicate with them, as they relate to the work she is living. 
 
TM : Yes just a few, some of us there who better understand so if we 
did not understand then we called them.[IV05/TM:U44] 
 
Metacognitive Strategies 
The first group that belongs to the Indirect Strategies group is 
metacognitive strategies. Metacognitive strategies are divided into three 
strategy sets; centering the learning, arranging and planning the learning, 
and, evaluating the learning. However, in this study only centering the 
learning is used by the adult learner. The particular strategies used are 
paying attention and delaying speech production to focus on listening. In 
paying attention, the adult learner focus on the specific aspects of the 
language.  
 
STR : “If there would be a test the teacher gives the drille and that's 
what I read.” [IV01/STR:U39] 
 
From the statement above, it can be seen that the adult learner chooses 
paying attention as his strategy in learning English. He only focuses on the 
task that his teacher gave the exam. This strategy was chosen because he is 
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too busy in the activities of the environment activity so he concentrated on 
learning on a particular topic or task.  
 
STR:  I have no learning schedule. Because I already participate in 
the village activities, youth community, and some 
organizations. [IV01/STR: U41] 
 
While delaying speech production to focus on listening, the adult learner 
uses movie as learning media. 
 
AW: Yes, I often watch a movie to learn English.[IV04/AW:U101] 
 
The reason he uses that strategy is that he likes one of the movie genres of 
war, and when he has a picket schedule at night he has a habit of watching 
movies with his friends.  
 
AW: I watch the movies when I have the work schedule at night. 
[IV04/AW: U103] 
 
Affective Strategies 
The second groups of indirect strategies are affective strategies. The 
adult learners decrease their anxiety in learning English using laughter. The 
classroom atmosphere is communicative and attractive because the 
interaction occurs both come from the learners to the teacher and from the 
teacher to the learners. This is evidenced by the responses and participation 
of the adult learners in the classroom.     
 
AW: Yeah, if the other class like math is in silence all, smooking 
behind the classroom,or taking some pictures (laughing) but in 
the English class is not. [IV04/AW: U115] 
AW: Yes, the learners are active. In the other lessons the students who 
come  to the class did not as many as the English lesson. 
[IV04/AW: 116] 
TRI: Yes, the are responsive.[IV03/TRI: U21] 
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TRI: Yes, they are enthusiastic to follow the lesson. [IV03/TRI: U24] 
 
According to some statements above it can be seen that the class runs in the 
communicative and attractive atmosphere. The adult learnersoften make a 
joke. The teacher also has a humorous personality. Therefore, learning goes 
with fun. 
 
AW: There are so many students who come to the English class but it 
is different from the other lesson, because the English teacher 
likes to make a joke. [IV04/AW: U117] 
STR: Yes, all the teachers are humoris so the learning process runs 
funny. [IV01/STR: U45] 
STR: If the teacher looks at the students who feeling stress then she 
makes a joke immediately. [IV01/STR: U46] 
TRI: The learning process is interactive. I'm personally humoris, I 
mean I like joking, so they can catch the material which is being 
learned.It is evidenced when they are asked to come in front of 
the class, they did it. [IV03/TRI: U9] 
 
Social Strategies  
Social strategies are the last type of group to be included in Indirect 
Strategies. Social strategies are divided into three strategy sets; asking 
questions, cooperating with others, and empathizing with others. In fact, 
only asking questions and cooperating with others are applied bythe adult 
learners. The first is asking question. Asking question should be for 
clarification or verification or correction.  
 
STY: Yes, because if I already answered the question it would be 
discussed later by the teacher.[IV02/STY:U49] 
AW: ...if I do not know its means, I will verify it to the 
teacher...[IV04/AW:U65] 
 
The second set strategy used was cooperating with others. This strategy is 
divided into two more specific strategy units; cooperating with peers, and 
cooperating with the proficient users of the new language.  
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STY: Yes, of course I ask to my friend if I found difficulties. 
[IV02/STY:U43] 
STY: Absolutely, yes. I ask for the answer to my friends and my 
teacher. [IV02/STY:U93] 
AW: I study with my friend everyday, sometimes conversation and so 
on. [IV04/AW:U11] 
AW: Yeah, for example when there was a practice exam, I asked a 
friend, when my friend could not answer it just open HP. 
[IV04/AW:U63] 
AW:my friend though me about what does that mean. There is movie 
with no Indonesian subtitle, He gave it to me then told me about 
the meaning.[IV04/AW:U102] 
TM: Yes, I usually directly ask to Mbak Wulan.[IV05/TM:U100] 
TM: Yes, the teacher knew us very well, maybe she remembered that 
the participants had already old. [IV05/TM:U81] 
TM: I used to discuss with my friends.[IV05/TM:U116] 
 
There are some reasons why the adult learners choose the social strategies. 
They feel confused and difficult to learn English by themselves or without 
the guidance of others, it can be their friends or the teacher.They also need 
to clarify or verify or correct about the result of their own learning. This can 
be seen from the following statements. 
 
STY: Yes, because if I already answered the question it would be 
discussed later by the teacher. [IV02/STY: U49] 
AW: Yes, if I learned by myself I felt confused... [IV04/AW: U68] 
TM: I Immediately asked to my friends, because if I opened the 
dictionary it made me confused. [IV05/TM: U101] 
 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that each adult 
learners had their own strategy, in order to improve the ability in English, it 
was also used to solve the various difficulties in learning English. Language 
learning strategies used include practicing naturalistically, guessing 
intelligently using linguistics clues, getting help, paying attention, delaying 
speech production, lowering the anxiety using laughter, asking question for 
clarification or verification, asking question for correction, cooperating with 
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peers, and cooperating with proficient users of the new language. From the 
several strategies used by adult learners, it is found that guessing 
intelligently using linguistic clues and cooperating with the proficient users 
of the new language is the most dominant strategy used.  
 
2. How they choose learning strategy so they able to achieve the preferred 
competencies 
In the previous section, the researcher discusses the Language 
Learning Strategies that were specifically used by adult learners in 
improving English language skills. This session elaborated on how to 
choose learning strategy so they can achieve the preferred competencies. 
Based on the interview the learners employ the strategies because of the 
degree of awareness, task requirements, age, general learning style, 
motivation, and the purpose of learning the language. 
The Degree of Awareness 
The degree of awareness influences the learners to employ a particular 
strategy. The researcher finds the learners assumption about the importance 
of English in their daily life. Some of them thought that English is important 
because it is related to their jobs. Most of them are working in the tourism 
object. 
 
STR: In this era, English is very important because ithas been 
commonly used, it is als used in many communities, especially in 
in this area, Kemuning, the tourism objects are growing, thus 
English is very important.[IV01/STR:U21] 
STY : Nowdays, daily activities use English. [IV02/STY:U102] 
AW: English is necessary, sometimes there are foreigners who ask me 
questions because the foreigner enter the tourism object through 
here. [IV04/AW:U8] 
AW: English is important, people will definitely talk to people from 
the other countries, I often meet and they asked for some 
questions.[IV04/AW:U90] 
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SPL: It is important for this era because technological progress 
requires English, furthermore, we have already inaugurated the 
new tourism place.[IV06/SPL:U18] 
 
On the other hand, there is also the learner who thinks that English is less 
important because English, although, she works in the tourism object, it 
does not have a significant role in daily life.   
 
TM: When  worked in the restaurant it was important, but now I am 
here, Tahura, it becomes between important and unimportant. 
Because in the restaurant I had to confront the foreigners, 
because in Sukuh Cottage the dominant visitors were foreigners 
so we as possible as using English but in Tahura was rarely use 
English, I only use it to teach children for academic. 
[IV05/TM:U21] 
 
There isthe learner who aware that he does not have a specific strategy to 
learn English. It is proven by his achievement which is the lowest score 
compared with their peers. 
 
STR: I have no way or method.[IV01/STR: U27] 
STR:There is no special activity to develop English 
proficiency.[IV01/STR: U32] 
 
There are also the learners who have self-awareness of using certain 
strategies in overcoming English learning problems but not using it in depth. 
 
STR: Yeah, most of the question form of the examination is reading 
passage. Usually, the passage and the question related to each 
other, right? For example, if there is a question that I know its 
meaning, I will guess the answer then.[IV01/STR: U35] 
STY: I just learn it rarely. [IV02/STY: U9] 
 
Task Requirements 
Most of the learners use learning strategies based on the tasks assigned by 
the teacher. Task given by the teacher in the form of giving the instructions, 
the exercises, and the learning methods in learning English. 
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Giving the instructions 
STR: Yes, I just follow the classroom lesson. [IV01/STR: U28] 
STY: It is more often practice in the class. [IV02/STY: U39] 
AW: Yes, in the learning process we are invited to conduct the 
conversation...[IV04/AW: U71] 
TM: We only learn through conversations or memorize the school 
equipments.[IV05/TM: U66] 
TM: For example we are given the color then we will memorize it for 
the next meeting... [IV05/TM: U67] 
TM: We‟re asked one by one to speak in English, so we have to 
answer it in English too, for exmple if I make a mistake than our 
friends laugh at me. [IV05/TM: U92] 
 
Giving the exercises 
STR: ...the teacher gives the exercise if there will be 
examination.[IV01/STR: U39] 
STR: ...the teacher gives the explanation and the exercises. 
[IV01/STR: U43] 
STY: Sometimes the teacher sends the exercise through Whatsapp 
application. [IV02/STY: U95] 
STY: If there will be examination, then the exercise is given more. 
[IV02/STR: U96] 
AW: Whenteaching and learning process we‟re asked to write, then 
we follow the instruction...[IV04/AW: U69] 
TM: We‟re given a sheet of exam questions last year, I just read 
it.[IV05/TM: U73] 
 
Moreover, the teacher always provides feedback so that the learner is always 
focused and actively follow the learning in class. 
 
TRI: Here, they focus on teaching and learning process because I 
always give the feedback to them, so they don‟t busy with their 
self. [IV03/TRI: U23] 
TRI: Yes, they only following my instructions, so far they do not have 
creativity yet. [IV03/TRI: U25] 
Age 
The most of the adult learners consider that they are incapable of learning 
process due to the age. 
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STR:Yes it's hard for me. Because it may be age that 
affects.[IV01/STR:U13] 
STY: I am in Junior High School at 2004. It's been so long so I 
become stalemated. [IV02/STY:U28] 
STY: Yes, but many of them were confused. They were too old. 
[IV02/STY:U40] 
STY : Yes, it has been 10 years since I was in Junior High School. I 
learned from HP and only limited in memorizing. 
[IV02/STY:U105] 
AW: If the participants still young, around 15 years old, they will 
easily catch the lesson materials. If the participants were 
already old, they would think like "what is that?" and when they 
got some questions, they imitated the other one answer then. 
Actually, it is easy to understand English. Only If you can 
understand (laughing). [IV04/AW:U119] 
 
The teacher (TRI) also assumes that old age is an obstacle for adult learners 
in learning in the classroom, this makes the use of strategies that are less 
than the maximum. 
 
TRI: Then the problem is, people who age should not think about the 
school, it becomes a difficult thing...[IV03/TRI: U7] 
TRI: Yes if they are young, so still can connect. [IV03/TRI: U19] 
 
General Learning Style  
The other factor that influences the choice of learning strategies is learning 
style of the students. The researcher finds two learning styles that influence 
the learner in the selection of learning strategies, they are visual learning 
style and kinesthetic learning style. 
 
AW: I learn English with my friend every day, sometimes we are 
conducting conversation and something like that. [IV04/AW: 
U11] 
AW: Yes, if I orallytalk in English it makes me directly catch the 
meanin, instead of using a textbook. Learning through textbook 
makes me uninterested, but if I do conversation it is easy to 
remember. [IV04/AW: U100] 
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From the interview above, we can look that the learner chooses to speak 
orally as his learning strategy because the learner feels easier to master the 
language when he learned by doing some practices. The learner involves 
kinaesthetic learner.  
 
AW: I often watch movies.[IV04/AW: U101] 
AW: Usually,I watch the movies when I have the picket schedule. 
[IV04/AW: U103] 
 
According to the interview, the learner uses resources as the learning 
strategy. In this case, he is seeing to the movie. It involves visual learning 
style. 
 
Motivation Level 
Learning motivation is one of the factors that influence the selection 
of strategies used by adult learners in learning English because basically, 
someone who has motivation in learning will have more willingness and 
creativity in choosing a way of learning that suits to their needs and wants. 
Especially for adult learners, they have different motivation to follow the 
learning process, such as want to get the knowledge or educational 
certificate.  
 
STR:I have thought that educational certificate is important, but now I 
do not think so because my intention is to get the knowledge. An 
educational certificate is between important and unimportant 
because my job requires an educational certificate to increase 
the job level. Moreover, my friends, there is a friend who 
becomes a gardener in the Elementary School and still WB so 
maybe an educational certificate is more important. An 
educational certificate is not really important for me. 
[IV01/STR:U57] 
STY:I think better to get an educational sertificate, because my job 
requires it. [IV02/STY:U82] 
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AW:My job requires an educational sertificate, even an educational 
sertificate from Junior High School is not accepted, that is way I 
follow Paket C. [IV04/AW:U7] 
AW: I like English lessons than the others lesson. If you are able to 
English, you can answer the questions from foreigner. 
[IV04/AW:U17] 
TM: Because of work demand, here, the education sertificate should 
be from Senior High School, so want or not I must join with 
Paket C. In addition, it is impossible to continue to Senior High 
School”[IV05/TM:U5]  
SPL: So, join with PKBM I have the reasons to get an educational 
sertificate of Senior High School, the second because I often 
meet with people who are educated so I have been motivated, 
because I often feel inferior, for example when wrote down the 
guest list then I was asked for the last education. 
[IV06/SPL:U59]  
 
Adult learners motivation can be seen from the participation of adult 
learners in learning English. It is mentioned by English tutor (TRI). 
 
TRI: We can see their spirit from how they respond to the lessons 
given. [IV03/TRI:U17] 
TRI: Yes, they were very enthusiastic. [IV03/TRI:U24] 
 
Purpose of Learning the Language  
The researcher finds some learner goals in following the teaching and 
learning process in the classroom. The first is the demands of work.Some of 
jobs require them to be proficient in English because most of them work in 
the tourism object so they often meet with the foreigner who asked some 
questions by using English. The second goal is that they need an education 
certificate of job importance. The third goal is to get the knowledge only 
because the education certificate does not really need to their job. 
Job demands 
TM: Because of work pressure, here, the sertificate should be from 
Senior High School, so want or not I must join with Paket C. In 
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addition, it is impossible to continue to Senior High School. 
[IV05/TM: U5] 
SPL: So, join with PKBM I have the reasons to get an educational 
sertificate of Senior High School, the second because I often 
meet with people who are educated so I have been motivated, 
because I often feel inferior, for example when wrote down the 
guest list then I was asked for the last education. [IV06/SPL: 
U59] 
 
Getting an education sertificate 
STY: I think better to get an educational sertificate, because my job 
requires it. [IV02/STY: U82] 
SPL: Yes. because the demands of work that requires a high school 
diploma.[IV06/SPL: U9] 
 
Gaining knowledge 
STR: I have thought that educational certificate is important, but now 
I do not think so because my intention is to get the knowledge. 
An educational certificate is between important and unimportant 
because my job requires an educational certificate to increase 
the job level. Moreover, my friends, there is a friend who 
becomes a gardener in the Elementary School and still WB so 
maybe an educational certificate is more important. An 
educational certificate is not really important for 
me..[IV01/STR: U57] 
 
Of course, different learning goals will affect a learner in using learning 
strategies. Those who have clear goals and demands will choose appropriate 
strategies to their learning and are also more variation. 
 
AW: My goal is both getting an education sertificate and gaining the 
knowledge, because I also like English. [IV04/AW: U128] 
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H. Discussion 
The discussion is aimed to justify the findings that have been described in 
the previous session through collecting data based on existing theories. The 
discussion deals with two main issues; the specific language learning strategy 
used by adult learners and how they choose learning strategy so they are able to 
reach the preferred competencies.  
The first strategy group as the most widely used by the adult learners is 
compensation strategies. Oxford (1990: 47) stated that compensation strategies 
enable learners to use the new language for either comprehension or production 
despite limitations in knowledge. The statement supports Harmer's (2007: 85) 
statement that stated adults are never entirely problem-free learners, and they have 
a number of characteristics that can sometimes make learning and teaching 
problematic. Furthermore, he stated that many older adults worry that their 
intellectual powers may be diminishing with age. 
The second strategy group which is also the most widely used by adult 
learners is social strategies. The most particular strategy used is cooperating with 
the proficient users of the new language. There are some reasons why the adult 
learners choose the social strategies. The reasons are they feel confused and 
difficult to learn English by themselves or without the guidance of others, in this 
case, is their friends and teachers and they need to clarify or verify or correct 
about the result of their own learning. It is supported by O’Malley and Chamot 
(1990: 45), social/affective strategies are useful in self-talk or using the mental 
control to assure oneself that a learning activity will be successful or to reduce 
anxiety about the task.  It is supported by Oxford (1990: 147), cooperating with 
others are the basis of cooperative language learning, which not only increases 
learners’ language performance but also enhances self-worth and social 
acceptance.  
In this study, no adult learners were found using memory strategies in their 
language learning strategies because most of them were randomly memorizing 
and not deeply so that they only had a short-term memory on the subject being 
studied. It is supported by Oxford (1990: 40), although memory can be powerful 
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contributors to language learning, some research shows that language students 
rarely report using these strategies.  
It is not easy to understand how adult learners choose the learning strategies 
to achieve preferred competencies. It is supported by O'Malley and Chamot 
(1990: 43), learning strategies are complex procedures that apply to tasks; 
consequently, they may be represented as cognitive, associated, and autonomous 
stages of learning. In the study, the researcher finds several factors that influence 
them in choosing learning strategies. The learners employ the particular learning 
strategies because of the degree of awareness, task requirements, age, general 
learning style, motivation, and purpose of learning the language.  
The degree of awareness influences the learners to employ the particular 
strategy. According to Oxford (1990: 13), learners who are more aware and more 
advanced seem to use better strategies. Cohen (1998 in Griffiths, 2008: 86) argued 
that learners who use learning strategies must be at least partially conscious of 
them even if they are not attending to them fully. Task requirements help 
determine strategy choice (Oxford, 1990: 13). Most learners use learning 
strategies based on the tasks assigned by their teachers. The researcher finds most 
of the adult learners assume that age is a barrier to language learning. However, it 
is possible for older students to be good language learners (Griffiths, 2008: 47).  
The other factor that influences the choice of learning strategies is learning 
style of the students. The researcher found two learning styles that influence the 
learner in the selection of learning strategies, namely visual learning style and 
kinesthetic learning style. It is supported by Oxford (1990), general learning style 
has a strong effect on the strategies that language learners use (p. 13). Someone 
who has motivation in learning will have more willingness and creativity in 
choosing a way of learning that suits their needs and wants. It is supported by 
Oxford, more highly motivated learners use a significantly greater range of 
appropriate strategies than do less motivated learners (1990: 13). Harmer (2007: 
84) stated that unlike young children and teenagers, they (adult) have a clear 
understanding of why they are learning and what they want to get out of it. 
Furthermore, he said that motivation is the decisive factor in the success of 
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learning. Ushioda (in Griffiths, 2008: 19) added motivation concerns what moves 
a person to make certain choices, to engage in action, and to persist in action.  
All of the above statements are strengthen by Griffiths (2008). She 
explained that many other learner variables (such as aptitude, learning style, 
motivation, age, beliefs, culture, gender, personality, metacognition, or 
autonomy), and learning variables (for instance vocabulary, grammar, 
pronunciation, function, skills, teaching/learning method, strategy instruction, 
error correction, or task) have the potential to affect the outcome of language 
learning efforts (p.94). 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION, IMPLICATION, AND SUGGESTION  
 
A. Conclusion 
1. The specific learning strategy used by adult EFL learners at Pusat 
Kegiatan Belajar Masyarakat (PKBM) in Karanganyar  
Based on data analysis conducted by the researcher to adult EFL 
learners in Karanganyar District, it can be concluded that the most of them 
use compensation strategies and social strategies. According to the data 
analysis, language learning strategies used by adult EFL learners at Pusat 
Kegiatan Belajar Masyarakat (PKBM) in Karanganyar are as follows:  
a. Cognitive strategies  
1) They often practice English both when learning in the classroom 
or outside the classroom by way of practicing in nature, realistic 
settings, as in participating in a conversation, and listening to a 
lecture  
b. Compensation strategies 
1) Intelligently, they guessed the answers to the questions in 
listening and reading  
2) They asked for help to others if they find difficulty in 
conversation  
3) To overcome limitations in speaking and writing, they did the 
selecting the topic 
c. Metacognitive strategies 
1) They focused on their learning by paying attention  
2) They delayed speech production to focus on listening, in this 
case is listening to songs and movies  
d. Affective strategies  
1) They low their anxiety in learning English that is using laughter 
in classroom  
e. Social strategies  
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1) They asked question to relatives, friends and teachers either to 
clarify or verify or correct  
2) They worked with peers and proficient users of the new 
language to solve problems in learning  
2. How adult learners choose learning strategy so they are able to achieve 
the preferred competencies 
The selection of language learning strategies used by adult learners are 
based on several factors as follow:  
1) The degree of awareness 
The adult learners who are aware about learning strategies used tend 
to have appropriate strategies than the adult learners who are less 
aware.   
2) Task requirements 
Most of the learners use learning strategies based on the tasks 
assigned by the teacher. 
3) Age 
In this case, most of the adult learners consider that they are incapable 
of learning process due to the age. Thus, the language learning 
strategies used by adult learner are limited.  
4) General learning style 
There are two types of learning styles that influence the learner in the 
selection of learning strategies, they are visual learning style and 
kinesthetic learning style. 
5) Motivation 
The adult learners who have higher motivation in learning will be 
more creative than who have lower motivation.   
6) Purpose of learning the language. 
There are two learner goals in following the teaching and learning 
process in classroom that leads them into the selecting of languag 
learning strategis. The adult learners want to get an education 
certificate and the knowledge.  
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B. Implication 
Learning strategy is very significant for learners, especially for adult EFL 
learners, besides helping students for mastering English as a foreign language, is 
also useful to help learners in overcoming problems raised in teaching and 
learning process. Based on the analysis data, it can be concluded that the most 
widely used strategy by adult EFL learners is compensation strategies and social 
strategies. Related to how the adult learners choose language learning strategies so 
they are able to achieve the preferred competencies, the researcher finds several 
factors that influence them in choosing learning strategies as following the degree 
of awareness, task requirements, age, general learning style, motivation, and 
purpose of learning the language. 
Therefore, from the results of the study, it can be obtained some 
implications. Learners should be aware to the benefits of applied language 
learning strategies, because with the high awareness to the language learning 
strategies employed they will also realize how much it has a positive impact on 
their learning process so the learner will continue to apply the strategy in their 
learning or even deeper. The teacher should provide stimuli, encouragement or 
suggestion for the learners to explore more about learning strategies used in 
language learning because it is indicated that the higher English proficiency tends 
to have appropriate, diverse, and profound learning strategies. Institutions or 
government agencies dealing with non-formal education programs, should pay 
more attention to and deepen in terms of infrastructure and superstructure 
development so that the adult learners can learn comfortably and maximum. 
Books used for teaching guides or handbooks used by adult learners should have 
understandable words and present various teaching methods tailored to the needs 
of the learning community. 
 
C. Suggestion  
Based on the findings of the research, the researcher proposes some 
suggestions. The suggestion is expected to be useful for adult learners who 
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specifically learn English, both because of the feelings of interest and the need. 
The suggestion is also expected to be useful for the government in formulating 
adult education policies and for institutions which are organizing Paket C 
Equivalency Program. The suggestions based on the research findings are as 
follows: 
1. For adult EFL learners 
For adult learners who learn English, both because of interest and the 
need, the researcher suggests the adult learners to cultivate the learning 
motivation that exists within them because the motivation to learn greatly 
affect their efforts in mastering English. Adult EFL learners should be more 
creative in choosing language learning strategies, so they can explore 
themselves more widely. The more diverse strategy will facilitate the learner 
in achieving learning goals. Although learning is not a priority in the daily 
life of adult learners, it is good for them to provide regular time to study 
every day.   
2. For adult EFL learners’ environment; family, teacher and friend 
Adult EFL learners' environment, both family, teacher, and friend 
greatly influence how adult learners learn. Positive and continuous support 
will have a positive impact on the adult learners motivation. Especially for 
the teacher, intense and much guidance will greatly assist them in learning. 
Guidance can mean helping to teach the material and can also guide them in 
choosing appropriate learning strategies with individual backgrounds.  
3. For government and organizer institution  
For governments that provide policies on adult education, the 
researcher suggests to the government, that they should pay more attention 
to informal education besides formal education. The attention can be in the 
form of infrastructure development. For organizer institution, they should be 
more careful and often conduct the evaluation in determining policy, 
because there are still many deficiencies in the implementation of Paket C 
Equivalency Program. It would be better if attempted more regularly in the 
implementation of teaching and learning process every week.  
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Abstract: The study aimed to identify (1) the specific language learning 
strategies used by adult EFL learners at Pusat Kegiatan Belajar Masyarakat 
(PKBM) in Karanganyar and (2) how they choose learning strategy so they are 
able to achieve the preferred competencies. To this aim, five adult EFL learners 
at Karanganyar District were selected based on their age, that is over 25 years 
old. The study belongs to descriptive qualitative method. The data were gathered 
through one-to-one interview, observation, and document analysis technique and 
then the data were analyzed using Interactive Model of Qualitative Data 
Analysis Technique. The most strategies used by adult EFL learners are 
guessing intelligently using linguistic clues and cooperating with the proficient 
users of the new language. The several factors that influenced the strategy 
selection are also examined as follow: a) the degree of awareness, b) task 
requirements, c) age, d) general learning style, e) motivation, and f) the purpose 
of learning the language. 
 
Keywords: Adult EFL Learners, Community-Based Institutions, Language 
Learning Strategies, Nonformal Education,.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
The impetus for this research came 
from my longstanding research interest in 
learning strategies since 2014. It originated 
from my personal experience as an English 
teacher. At that time I was teaching the 
Paket C Equivalency Program in the one of 
the community-based institutions, namely 
Pusat Kegiatan Belajar Masyarakat 
(PKBM). I handled the twelfth-grade 
students for about one year until they took 
the final exam. The adult learners, who are 
then referred to the learned societies, have 
various roles in society. The professions are 
also different, including housewives, 
farmers, private employees, village 
administrator, and so forth.    
A one-year teaching experience made 
me realize the high motivation of the 
students in learning. It could be seen from 
the students' participation who participate 
actively during the teaching-learning process 
in the class. In addition, they had their own 
ways, methods, and strategies in order to 
master English. The strategies used by the 
learned societies to learn English are varied, 
such as noting what I had been said in front 
of the class, memorizing vocabulary 
regularly, and practicing dialogue naturally. 
Despite the fact that are the varied language 
learning strategies and the low learning 
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outcomes of the learned society, then it 
became a basis for me to study it more 
deeply and lift it into a research topic. 
Adult learners consider working as 
their priority compares to learning. That is 
why strategy could become a very helpful 
tool for adult learners to achieve learning 
goals. Thus, the learned society who has 
appropriate learning strategies, especially in 
learning the second and foreign language, 
will more quickly master the material. It is 
supported by Murcia (2001: 359), "when the 
learner consciously chooses strategies that 
fit his or her learning style and the L2 task 
tool for active, conscious and purposeful 
self-regulation of learning." Related to this, 
Hosenfeld (in Rubin & Wenden, 1987: 16) 
assumed that strategies are useful for less 
successful learners to enable them to learn a 
foreign/ second language more effectively. 
Thus, a strategy has a function as a very 
useful tool for language learners. This is 
what makes the language learning strategy 
becomes an important topic to be studied. 
The nature of language learning 
strategy has long been a focus of research. 
These studies contribute to the discoveries in 
the scope of both education and non-
education, both formal and informal, both 
for young learners and for adult learners. 
Most of the research focused primarily on 
the strategies used by successful language 
learners. In more recent years, much of the 
research has reported the close association 
between language learning strategy use and 
various factors including age (Judge, 2012), 
gender (Tezcan & Deneme, 2016), 
proficiency level (Salahshour, et al., 2013) 
and the other factors as follow. 
From the several research, it has been 
identified some gaps which will be 
completed in the present study. The study 
was conducted in the informal education 
sector, namely Paket C Equivalency 
Program. The participants belong to adult 
EFL learners because all of them are over 
25th years old. Most of them work in the 
tourism sector because the location of their 
residence located on the slopes of Mount 
Lawu. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
There are so many language experts 
who contributed to the theory of language 
learning strategy. Brown (2007: 119) 
defined strategies by focusing on three 
points as follow; problem approach, the way 
of achieving the goal, and planned designs 
for information. Griffiths (2008: 87) 
suggested a definition of language learning 
strategies as all activities consciously chosen 
by learners to organize their learning. 
Oxford (1990: 8) defined language learning 
strategies as the specific actions taken by the 
learner to make learning easier, faster, more 
enjoyable, more self–directed, more 
effective and more transferable to new 
situations. The more recent definition of 
language learning strategies came from 
Nunan (2015: 152), learning strategies are 
the cognitive and communicated processes 
that learners use in order to acquire a 
language. It can be inferred that Nunan 
focused on the learner's process in learning.  
Constructing those theories above, 
learning strategies refer to the various 
efforts, actions, steps or techniques taken by 
learners to help them in mastering the 
material or can also to minimize the learning 
difficulties and problems. Meanwhile, 
language learning strategies are all efforts 
done by language learners which help them 
to learn a second or foreign language. 
There are some linguists who 
classified the types of strategy used in 
second and foreign language learning based 
on some aspects. Rubin (1987) who is 
pioneered in the field of strategies, make the 
distinction between strategies contributing 
directly to learning and those contributing to 
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learning. According to Rubin, there are three 
types of strategies used by learners that 
contribute directly or directly to language 
learning. These strategies are learning 
strategies, communication strategies, and 
social strategies. Learning strategies are two 
main types, being the strategies contributing 
directly to the development of the language 
system constructed by the learner: cognitive 
learning strategies and metacognitive 
learning strategies. Cognitive learning 
strategies refer to the steps or operations 
used in learning or problem-solving that 
requires direct analysis, transformation, or 
synthesis of learning materials. Rubin 
identified six main cognitive learning 
strategies contributing directly to language 
learning as follow; clarification/ verification, 
guessing/ inductive inferencing, deductive 
reasoning, practice, memorization, and 
monitoring. 
Metacognitive learning strategies, 
these strategies are used to oversee, regulate 
or self-direct language learning. they involve 
various processes as planning, prioritizing, 
setting goals, and self-management. 
Communication strategies are less directly 
related to language learning since their focus 
is on the process of participating in a 
conversation and getting the meaning across 
or clarifying what the speaker intended. 
Communication strategies are used by 
speakers when faced with some difficulty 
due to the fact that their communication 
ends outrun their communication means or 
when confronted with misunderstanding by 
a co-speaker. Social strategies are those 
activities learners engage in which afford 
them opportunities to be exposed to and 
practice their knowledge. Although these 
strategies provide exposure to the target 
language, they contribute indirectly to 
learning since they do not lead directly to 
the obtaining, storing, retrieving, and using 
of language (Rubin and Wenden, 1987: 22-
27). 
Six major groups of L2 learning 
strategies have been identified by Oxford 
(1990) and the other alternative taxonomies 
have been offered by O'Malley and Chamot 
(1990) and others. Oxford had divided 
strategies into two major classes: direct and 
indirect. These two classes are subdivided 
into a total of six groups; memory, 
cognitive, and compensation under the direct 
class; and metacognitive, affective, and 
social under the indirect class. This system 
indicates that direct strategies and indirect 
strategies related to each other, and each 
strategy group is capable of connecting with 
and assisting every other strategy group 
(1990). 
Oxford (1990: 13) claimed many 
factors affect the choice of strategies as 
follow: (a) degree of awareness–highly 
conscious learners use better strategies; (b) 
stage of learning; (c) task requirements–task 
requirements help to determine the choice of 
strategy; (d) teacher expectations–expressed 
through classroom teaching and testing 
methods, greatly shape the strategies of 
learners; (e) age–older learners use different 
learning strategies with younger learners; (f) 
sex–women can use a broader, or at least 
different, strategy than men for language 
learning; (g) nationality/ etnicity–it 
influences the use of strategy; (h) general 
learning style–the general learning style has 
a powerful effect on the strategies that 
language learners use; (i) personality traits; 
(j) motivation level–highly motivated 
learners tend to apply strategies that are 
appropriate and significantly less motivated 
than learners, and (k) purpose of learning the 
language–the purpose of a person learning 
the language also influences the selection of 
strategies used. 
National Advisory Council for Adult 
Education (1980) defined an adult learner as 
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"an adult who is enrolled in any course of 
qualifications, or improve existing skills and 
qualifications" (in Brookfield, 1986: 5). 
According to Boone (1985: 14), an adult 
learner is an adult who specifically and 
regularly participates in the classroom in 
order to develop the ability, improve the 
ability, and or gain the information. Both 
definitions give the same point that adult 
learners are adults who follow special 
education to gain a skill or ability, and or 
improve the existing skill or ability. In other 
words, adult learners consciously participate 
in the learning process, both formal and 
informal. This is supported by Slotnick, et al 
(1993: 4) who confirmed that adult learners 
are people over the age of 25 and involved 
in learning experiences.  
There are several factors that affect 
adults while following the learning process. 
Suprijanto (2007) shared factors that 
influence learning into internal factors; 
derived from the learners themselves, and 
external factors; derived from outside 
students or the environment. Internal factor 
itself is divided into two; physical and 
nonphysical. Physical internal factors 
include personal characteristics such as age, 
hearing, and vision. Non-physical internal 
factors include talent, aspiration level, and 
the other factors as follow. Due to an inverse 
relationship between someone age and the 
function of the five senses; the increasing 
age of a person makes the function of the 
five senses will be reduced, thus for the 
successful adult education it should be 
considered the factors that influence the 
learning situation in details. 
 
RESEARCH METHOD 
The study aimed at identifying (1) the 
specific language learning strategy used by 
adult EFL learners at Pusat Kegiatan Belajar 
Masyarakat (PKBM) in Karanganyar, and 
(2) how they choose learning strategy so 
they are able to achieve the preferred 
competencies.  
In the study, the writer uses qualitative 
descriptive method. In order to obtain 
adequate information, the researcher took 
informants, events, and documents as the 
sources of data. The technique for collecting 
data are interview, observation and 
document analysis. The research used 
triangulation and member checking to 
validate the data. In data analysis phase, 
there are three steps as follow; data 
reduction, display data, and conclusion 
drawing/verification that suggested by Miles 
and Huberman (in Sugiyono 2013: 338). 
 
RESEARCH FINDING AND 
DISCUSSION 
The findings are based on the types of 
language learning strategies presented by 
Oxford (1990) that divided learning 
strategies into two major groups; direct 
strategies and indirect strategies. From the 
two large groups, six groups of language 
learning strategies are defined as follows: 
memory strategies, cognitive strategies, 
compensation strategies, metacognitive 
strategies, affective strategies, and social 
strategies. According to the data collection, 
it is indicated five from six types of learning 
strategies applied by adult learners in 
English learning. 
Memory Strategies  
In this study, there are no adult learners who 
use memory strategies as their language 
learning strategies because most of them are 
randomly memorizing and not deeply, so 
that they only have short-term memory on 
the subject is being studied. 
Cognitive Strategies  
The particular strategy used by the adult 
learner is practicing naturalistically. The 
adult learner is practicing the new language 
in natural and realistic settings. He practices 
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through partner conversation and tourist 
guidance. The adult learner chooses a 
practicing naturalistically strategy because 
he feels easier to understand English through 
direct practice with peers, teachers, and 
foreigners. Moreover, he feels confused and 
difficult if he has to learn English through a 
textbook.  
Compensation Strategies  
In this study, it is found that compensation 
strategies are the most widely used by the 
adult learners in improving English ability. 
Ten compensation strategies exist, clustered 
into two sets; guessing intelligently, and 
overcoming limitations in speaking and 
writing. Most of the adult learners guess 
intelligently using the linguistic clues, that is 
the target language that they have already 
known before. The adult learners feel that it 
is easier for them to learn English through 
doing some exercises because they feel 
easier to find the answers through their own 
ways. Moreover, there are also who find 
more difficult and confused when the 
teacher teaches English through direct 
practices. Eight strategies are used in 
overcoming the limitation in speaking and 
writing. The other strategy is getting help. 
The adult learner asks someone for help by 
explicitly asking for the person to provide 
the missing expression in English. She 
chooses this strategy because to facilitate her 
in communicating with the tourists and so as 
not to miscommunicate with them, as they 
relate to the work she is living. 
Metacognitive Strategies 
In this study only centering the learning is 
used by the adult learner. The particular 
strategies used are paying attention and 
delaying speech production to focus on 
listening. In paying attention, the adult 
learner focuses on the specific aspects of the 
language. This strategy is chosen because he 
is too busy in the activities of the 
environment activity so he concentrated on 
learning on a particular topic or task. While 
delaying speech production to focus on 
listening, the adult learner uses the movie as 
learning media. The reason he uses that 
strategy is that he likes one of the movie 
genres of war, and when he has a picket 
schedule at night he has a habit of watching 
movies with his friends.  
Affective Strategies 
The adult learners decrease their anxiety in 
learning English using laughter. The 
classroom atmosphere is communicative and 
attractive because the interaction occurs 
both come from the learners to the teacher 
and from the teacher to the learners. This is 
evidenced by the responses and participation 
of the adult learners in the classroom. They 
often make a joke. The teacher also has a 
humorous personality. Therefore, learning 
goes with fun.  
Social Strategies  
In the study, only asking questions and 
cooperating with others are applied by the 
adult learners. They feel confused and 
difficult to learn English by themselves or 
without the guidance of others, it can be 
their friends or the teacher. They also need 
to clarify or verify or correct about the result 
of their own learning.  
The researcher finds some factors that 
influence the adult learners to employ the 
particular strategies as follow: the degree of 
awareness, task requirements, age, general 
learning style, motivation, and the purpose 
of learning the language.  
The Degree of Awareness 
The researcher finds the learners assumption 
about the importance of English in their 
daily life. Some of them thought that 
English is important because it is related to 
their jobs. On the other hand, there is also 
the learner who thinks that English is less 
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important because English, although, she 
works in the tourism object, it does not have 
a significant role in daily life.  
There is the learner who aware that he does 
not have a specific strategy to learn English. 
It is proven by his achievement which is the 
lowest score compared with their peers. 
There are also the learners who have self-
awareness of using certain strategies in 
overcoming English learning problems but 
not using it in depth.  
Task Requirements 
Most of the learners use learning strategies 
based on the tasks assigned by the teacher. 
Task given by the teacher in the form of 
giving the instructions, the exercises, and the 
learning methods in learning English. 
Moreover, the teacher always provides 
feedback so that the learner is always 
focused and actively follow the learning in 
class.  
Age  
Most of the adult learners consider that they 
are incapable of learning process due to the 
age. The teacher (TRI) also assumes that old 
age is an obstacle for adult learners in 
learning in the classroom, this makes the use 
of strategies that are less than the maximum.  
General Learning Style  
The other factor that influences the choice of 
learning strategies is learning style of the 
students. The researcher finds two learning 
styles that influence the learner in the 
selection of learning strategies, they are 
visual learning style and kinesthetic learning 
style. The learner chooses to speak orally as 
his learning strategy because the learner 
feels easier to master the language when he 
learned by doing some practices. The learner 
involves kinaesthetic learner. The other 
learner uses resources as the learning 
strategy that is movie. It involves visual 
learning style. 
Motivation  
Learning motivation is one of the factors 
that influence the selection of strategies used 
by adult learners in learning English because 
basically, someone who has motivation in 
learning will have more willingness and 
creativity in choosing a way of learning that 
suits to their needs and wants. Especially for 
the adult learners, they have different 
motivation to follow the learning process, 
such as want to get the knowledge or 
educational certificate. Adult learners 
motivation can be seen from the 
participation of adult learners in learning 
English.  
The Purpose of Learning the Language  
The researcher finds some learner goals in 
following the teaching and learning process 
in the classroom. The first is the demands of 
work. Some of jobs require them to be 
proficient in English because most of them 
work in the tourism object so they often 
meet with the foreigner who asked some 
questions by using English. The second goal 
is that they need an education certificate of 
job importance. The third goal is to get the 
knowledge only because the education 
certificate does not really need to their job. 
Of course, different learning goals will 
affect a learner in using learning strategies. 
Those who have clear goals and demands 
will choose appropriate strategies to their 
learning and are also more variation. 
The discussion is aimed to justify the 
findings that have been described in the 
previous session through collecting data 
based on existing theories. The discussion 
deals with two main issues; the specific 
language learning strategy used by adult 
learners and how they choose learning 
strategy so they are able to reach the 
preferred competencies.  
The first strategy group as the most 
widely used by the adult learners is 
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compensation strategies. Oxford (1990: 47) 
stated that compensation strategies enable 
learners to use the new language for either 
comprehension or production despite 
limitations in knowledge. The statement 
supports Harmer's (2007: 85) statement that 
stated adults are never entirely problem-free 
learners, and they have a number of 
characteristics that can sometimes make 
learning and teaching problematic. 
Furthermore, he stated that many older 
adults worry that their intellectual powers 
may be diminishing with age. 
The second strategy group which is 
also the most widely used by adult learners 
is social strategies. The most particular 
strategy used is cooperating with the 
proficient users of the new language. There 
are some reasons why the adult learners 
choose the social strategies. The reasons are 
they feel confused and difficult to learn 
English by themselves or without the 
guidance of others, in this case, is their 
friends and teachers and they need to clarify 
or verify or correct about the result of their 
own learning. It is supported by O’Malley 
and Chamot (1990: 45), social/affective 
strategies are useful in self-talk or using the 
mental control to assure oneself that a 
learning activity will be successful or to 
reduce anxiety about the task.  It is 
supported by Oxford (1990: 147), 
cooperating with others are the basis of 
cooperative language learning, which not 
only increases learners’ language 
performance but also enhances self-worth 
and social acceptance.  
In this study, no adult learners were 
found using memory strategies in their 
language learning strategies because most of 
them were randomly memorizing and not 
deeply so that they only had a short-term 
memory on the subject being studied. It is 
supported by Oxford (1990: 40), although 
memory can be powerful contributors to 
language learning, some research shows that 
language students rarely report using these 
strategies.  
It is not easy to understand how adult 
learners choose the learning strategies to 
achieve preferred competencies. It is 
supported by O'Malley and Chamot (1990: 
43), learning strategies are complex 
procedures that apply to tasks; consequently, 
they may be represented as cognitive, 
associated, and autonomous stages of 
learning. In the study, the researcher finds 
several factors that influence them in 
choosing learning strategies. The learners 
employ the particular learning strategies 
because of the degree of awareness, task 
requirements, age, general learning style, 
motivation, and purpose of learning the 
language.  
The degree of awareness influences 
the learners to employ the particular 
strategy. According to Oxford (1990: 13), 
learners who are more aware and more 
advanced seem to use better strategies. 
Cohen (1998 in Griffiths, 2008: 86) argued 
that learners who use learning strategies 
must be at least partially conscious of them 
even if they are not attending to them fully. 
Task requirements help determine strategy 
choice (Oxford, 1990: 13). Most learners use 
learning strategies based on the tasks 
assigned by their teachers. The researcher 
finds most of the adult learners assume that 
age is a barrier to language learning. 
However, it is possible for older students to 
be good language learners (Griffiths, 2008: 
47).  
The other factor that influences the 
choice of learning strategies is learning style 
of the students. The researcher found two 
learning styles that influence the learner in 
the selection of learning strategies, namely 
visual learning style and kinesthetic learning 
style. It is supported by Oxford (1990: 13), 
general learning style has a strong effect on 
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the strategies that language learners use. 
Someone who has motivation in learning 
will have more willingness and creativity in 
choosing a way of learning that suits their 
needs and wants. It is supported by Oxford, 
more highly motivated learners use a 
significantly greater range of appropriate 
strategies than do less motivated learners 
(1990: 13). Harmer (2007: 84) stated that 
unlike young children and teenagers, they 
(adult) have a clear understanding of why 
they are learning and what they want to get 
out of it. Furthermore, he said that 
motivation is the decisive factor in the 
success of learning. Ushioda (in Griffiths, 
2008: 19) added motivation concerns what 
moves a person to make certain choices, to 
engage in action, and to persist in action.  
All of the above statements are 
strengthen by Griffiths (2008: 94). She 
explained that many other learner variables 
(such as aptitude, learning style, motivation, 
age, beliefs, culture, gender, personality, 
metacognition, or autonomy), and learning 
variables (for instance vocabulary, grammar, 
pronunciation, function, skills, 
teaching/learning method, strategy 
instruction, error correction, or task) have 
the potential to affect the outcome of 
language learning efforts. 
 
CONCLUSION, IMPLICATION, AND 
SUGGESTION 
Based on the data analysis conducted 
by the researcher to adult EFL learners in 
Karanganyar District, it can be concluded 
that: first, the most of them use cognitive 
strategies and compensation strategies in 
learning English; and second, the researcher 
finds some factors that influences the adult 
learners to employ the particular strategies 
as follow: the degree of awareness, task 
requirements, age, general learning style, 
motivation, and the purpose of learning the 
language. 
Learning strategy is very significant 
for learners, especially for adult EFL 
learners, besides helping students for 
mastering English as a foreign language, is 
also useful to help learners in overcoming 
problems raised in teaching and learning 
process. Based on the analysis data, it can be 
concluded that the most widely used strategy 
by adult EFL learners is compensation 
strategies and social strategies. Related to 
how the adult learners choose language 
learning strategies so they are able to 
achieve the preferred competencies, the 
researcher finds several factors that 
influence them in choosing learning 
strategies as following the degree of 
awareness, task requirements, age, general 
learning style, motivation, and purpose of 
learning the language. 
Therefore, from the results of the 
study, it can be obtained some implications. 
Learners should be aware to the benefits of 
applied language learning strategies, 
because with the high awareness to the 
language learning strategies employed they 
will also realize how much it has a positive 
impact on their learning process so the 
learner will continue to apply the strategy in 
their learning or even deeper. The teacher 
should provide stimuli, encouragement or 
suggestion for the learners to explore more 
about learning strategies used in language 
learning because it is indicated that the 
higher English proficiency tends to have 
appropriate, diverse, and profound learning 
strategies. Institutions or government 
agencies dealing with non-formal education 
programs, should pay more attention to and 
deepen in terms of infrastructure and 
superstructure development so that the adult 
learners can learn comfortably and 
maximum. Books used for teaching guides 
or handbooks used by adult learners should 
have understandable words and present 
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various teaching methods tailored to the 
needs of the learning community. 
The suggestions based on the research 
findings are as follows: First, assuredly, for 
adult learners who learn English, both 
because of interest and the need, it would be 
better if adult learners cultivate the learning 
motivation that exists within them because 
the motivation to learn greatly affect their 
efforts in mastering English. Adult EFL 
learners should be more creative in choosing 
language learning strategies, so they can 
explore themselves more widely. With a 
more diverse strategy, it will facilitate the 
learner in achieving learning goals. 
Although learning is not a priority in the 
daily life of adult learners, it is good that 
they provide regular time to study every day.   
The second suggestion is for adult 
EFL learners’ environment; family, teacher, 
and friend. Adult EFL learners' 
environment; Family, teacher, and friend 
greatly influence how adult learners learn. 
Positive and continuous support will have a 
positive impact on their learning motivation. 
Especially for the teacher, intense and much 
guidance will greatly assist them in learning. 
Guidance can mean helping to teach the 
material and can also guide them in 
choosing appropriate learning strategies with 
individual backgrounds.  
The last suggestion is for government 
and institute organizer. For governments that 
provide policies on adult education, the 
government should pay more attention to 
informal education besides formal 
education. The attention can be in the form 
of infrastructure development. For institute 
organizer, they should give more careful and 
often conduct an evaluation in determining 
policy, because there are still many 
deficiencies in the implementation of Paket 
C Equivalency Program. It would be better 
if attempted more regularly in the 
implementation of teaching and learning 
process every week. 
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